
MATMCJSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  INFORMATION  MEMORANDUM IM  No.  22-139

SUBJECT:  AN  ORDINANCE  OF  THE  MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  ASSEMBLY

ADOPTING  MSB  15.24.030(C)  (42)  BEVERLY  LAKE,  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN

AND  AMENDING  MSB  17.59,  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN  IMPLEMENTATION.
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ATTACHMF,NT  (S)  : Fiscal  Note:  YES  NO  X

Draft  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  (21  pp)

Written  Public  Comment  (55  pp)

Planning  Commission  Resolution  No.  22-27  (2  pp)

Ordinance  Serial  No.  22-078  (5  pp)

SUMMARY  STATEMENT:

Lake  Management  Planning  Quick  Facts

@ The  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  (MSB)  has  adopted  41  Lake

Management  Plans  since  1995.

*  There  are  six  Lake  Management  Plans  (LMP)  within  the  Meadow

Lakes  Cornrnunity  Council  Area  where  Beverly  Lake  is  located.

*  MSB Residents  initiate  LMPs  to  resolve  conflict  among  current

neighbors  and  set  standards  for  incoming  residents.

*  LMPs  are  initiated  through  a  petition  process  that  requires

the  signatures  of  50%  of  all  property  owners  within  600  feet

of  the  shoreline.

*  The  Borough'  s

writers,  and

Planning  Department  staff  act

neutral  meeting  facilitators

as  researchers,

throughout  the
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process  .

@ In  1999,  the  Borough  Assembly  adopted  Ordinance  N0.  99-103

which  established  guidelines  for  appropriate  regulations

based  on  lake  size.

*  According  to  the  Alaska  Department  of  Fish  & Game,  Beverly

Lake  measures  42  surface  acres  with  an  average  depth  of  9

feet.  The  Assembly  adopted  guidelines  for  a  lake  this

size  are  as  follows:  No  Wake  Zone  of  100  feet  from

shoreline;  Quiet  Hours  10pm  to  8am;  Personal  Watercraft

Restriction;  10  Horsepower  Limit.

*  Both  the  majority  of  shoreline  property  owners  and  property

owners  within  600  feet  of  the  shoreline  voted  in  favor  of  a

Lake  Management  Plan  for  Beverly  Lake  with  restricted

motorized  use  and  a ban  on  personal  watercraft.

Beverly  Iiake,  Lake  Management  Plan  Process

MSB 15.  24.  031  Initiating  and  knending  Lake  Management  Plans  is  the

governxng  code  fox  this  process.  Below  is  a summary  of  how  Planning

staff  and  Beverly  Lake  residents  met  and  exceeded  those

requirements.

MSB  15.  24.  031  (A)  (1)  Petition

2021,  residents  of  Beverly  Lake  submitted  a  valid

the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  (MSB)  Planning

requesting  the  implementation  of  an  LMP.  For  an  LMP

to  be  considered  valid,  it  must  contain  signatures  of  at

feet  of  the  shoreline.

On  November  23,

petition  to

Department

petition

least  50%  of  all  property  owners  within  600

Fifty-three  percent  of  lake  residents  signed  the  petition.

MSB  15.  24.  031  (A)  (2)  Initiation  Ballot

Planning  staff  is  required  to  mail  a ballot  to  every  parcel  within

600  feet  of  the  shoreline  within  60  days  of  receiving  a  valid

petition.  The  ballot  allows  residents  to  indicate  whether  they

support  or  oppose  initiating  an LMP.  Staff  mailed  84 ballots  using

borough  tax  assessment  records  for  mailing  addresses  on  December

3,  2021  with  a required  return  date  of  February  9,  2022.

MSB 15.  24.  031  (A)  (3)  - (5)  Tabulating  and  Noti.cing  Initiation  Ballots

Between  December  3,  2021  and  February  9,  2022,  59  ballots  were

returned  to  the  MSB,  and  37  properties  voted  in  favor  of  an  LMP,

which  made  the  final  count  62%  in  support  of  initiating  an  LMP.

Planning  staff  sent  a written  letter  to  all  residents  detailing

the  ballot  count  and  emailed  notification  to  the  Meadow  Lakes

Community  Council,  District  7 Assernblyperson  Ron  Bernier,  and  the

Borough  Manager.  Staff  also  posted  a public  notice  at  the  public

access  on  N Windy  Bottom  Dr  on  March  11,  2022.
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MSB  15.  24.  031  (A)  (6)  Public  Participation

This  section  of  MSB  Code  requires  staff  to  open  all  LMP  meetings

to  the  public  and  advertise  the  meetings  in  the  newspaper.  Staff

the  public  up  to  date  with  regular  emails  to  the

website  that  was  open  to  the

information,  meeting  videos,  and

posted  information  on  Facebook  about

sent  an  additional  mailer  for  the  third  meeting,

additionally  kept

resident  email  list  and  a  project

public  and  updated  regularly  with

draft  plans.  Staff  also

upcoming  meetings,

and  had  several  updates  in  the  Planner  Platform.

Planning  staff  scheduled  two  public  meetings  for  Beverly  Lake

residents  to  discuss  their  concerns,  ideas,  and  to  work  towards  a

consensus  for  regulations  to  be  included  in  the  Lake  Management

Plan.  The  first  meeting  was  held  on  March  22,  2022  in  person  at

the  Wasilla  Public  Library  and  had  a  Microsoft  Teams  component  so

residents  could  join  virtually.  Planning  staff  gave  an  overview  of

what  to  expect  from  the  LMP  process  and  then  provided  an

opportunity  for  residents  to  voice  their  concerns  regarding

conflicts  on  Beverly  Lake.  Residents  were  then  divided  into

groups  where  they  developed  some  ideas

including  quiet  hours,  a  no-wake  zone,  and  options

watercraft  and  personal  watercraft  use.  At  the  end  of

residents  voted  to  have  another  meeting

regulations.  The  second  meeting  was  held  on  March

us  age

small

for  regulation  packages

for  motorized

the  meeting,

to  further  discuss

24,  2022,  and

was  entirely  virtual  using  Microsoft  Teams.  The  meeting  followed

the  same  format  as  the  first,  with  the  exception  of  the  small

groups.  In  the  virtual  meeting,  residents  worked  through  their

ideas  and  concerns  together  and  also  agreed  to  a  follow-up  meeting.

Staff  scheduled  the  final  meeting  for  April  26,  2022.  The  meeting

was  held  at  the  Wasilla  Public  Library  and  on  Microsoft  Teams.

Planning  staff  provided  a  draft  Lake  Management  Plan  several  days

before  the  meeting  so  residents  would  have  time  to  review  the

document  and  proposed  regulations  prior  to  the  meeting.  The  goal

of  the  final  meeting  was  to  come  to  an agreement  on the  regulations

that  would  be  included  in  an  LMP  so  that  residents  could  cast  a

final  vote  that  would  show  if  residents  supported  bringing  the

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  forward  to  the  Planning

Cornrnission  and  Assembly  for  adoption  into  MSB  Code.

However,  after  three  meetings,  residents  were  unable  to  come  to

consensus  on  the  regulations  they  wanted  to  be  included  in  the

LMP.  Because  residents  were  not  able  to  come  to  a  consensus

regarding  the  regulations  that  would  be  included  in  the  Plan,

Planning  staff  had  to  change  course  and  ask  residents  to  instead

vote  on  which  regulation  package  they  wanted  to  see  included  in  a

plan.
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The  Final  Ballot  Process

The  final  regulation  options  for  the  Beverly  Lake  LMP  were

developed  by  the  residents  of  Beverly  Lake,  and  were  presented  as

"Option  A"  and  "Option  B"  on the  ballot  (defined  below)  There  was

also  an  "Option  C,  which  was  the  option  to  not  have  an  LMP.

Residents  agreed  to  a ranked  choice  voting  option  for  the  final

ballot.  Planning  staff  mailed  ballot  packets  to  residents  within

600 feet  of  the  shoreline  on Friday,  May  6,  2022  and  gave  residents

until  May  20,  2022  to  send  back  their  ballot.  Below  is  a photo  of

the  final  ballot:

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan
itt

(:hotce

znd

Chotce

3id

Choice

Option  A

Quiet  Hours:  10pm  to  8arn,  Sunday  through  Saturday

Motorized  Use:  15  horsepower  limit

Personal  Watercraft  Use:  Not  allowed

No Wake  Zone:  150  feet  lrom  the  shoreline

Option  B

Quiet  Hours:  10pm  to  7am,  Sunday  through  Thursday;  Ilprn  to  7am,  Friday

through  Saturday

Motorized  Use:  Alloyied  on odd  days  of  the  month,  and  3-day  federal  holidays

(Memorial  Day,  4'h of  July,  and  Labor  Day)

Personal  Watercraft  Use:  Alloxied  on odd  days of  the  month,  and  3-day  federal

holidays  [Mernorial  Day, 4'h ofJuly,  and Labor  Day)

Option  C

No Plsn

and  70 ballots  were  returned.  38  residents

Option

chose

with

including  a ban  on  personal

The  final  ballot  count  is  as  follows:

Staff  mailed  84 ballots,

chose  Option  A as  their  first  choice  and  32  residents  chose

C as  their  first  choice.  There  were  O ballots  returned  that

Option  B as  their  first  choice.  There  is  a  clear  54% majority

la'  choice  votes  in  favor  of  Option  A,

watercraft  use  and  a  150  feet  no  wake  zone.

Staff  also  calculated  the  ballot  responses  from  just  shoreline

property  owners  after  receiving  feedback  throughout  the  comment

period  regarding  the  600  feet  buffer  for  voting  purposes  on  LMPs.

The  final  ballot  count  for  only  shoreline  property  owners  is  as

follows:  42  shoreline  property  owners  voted;  22  of  those  shoreline

property  owners  voted  in  favor  of  Option  A  as  their  first  choice

and  20  voted  in  favor  of  Option  C as  their  first  choice.  There  is

a  clear  52%  majority  of  shoreline  property  owners  who  voted  in

favor  of  Option  A.
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RECOMMENDATION  OF ADMINISTRATION:

The Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  was developed  with  intensive

public  feedback  through  public  meetings,  written  and  verbal

comment,  and  a ballot  process  for  both  the  initiation  and
implementation  of  the  Lake  Management  Plan.

The  process  met  or  exceeded  all  requirements  found  in  MSB 15.24.031

Initiating  and  Amending  Lake  Management  Plans,  and  meets  the

Assembly-established  guidelines  for  appropriate  regulations  based
on  lake  size.

The  Beverly  Lake  LMP  is  the  will  of  the  majority  of  shoreline

property  owners,  and  the  majority  of  property  owners  within  600
feet  of  the  shoreline.

With  that  knowledge,  staff  respectfully  recommends  the  Matanuska-

Susitna  Borough  Assembly  adopt  the  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management

Plan  and  amend  MSB  17.59,  Lake  Management  Plan  Implementation  to

include  the  regulations  found  in  the  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management
Plan.
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Brenda  Henry

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

mokietew@gmail.com

Friday, December  9, 2022  3:32 PM

Brenda  Henry

FW: reconsideration  of ORD 22-078

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  rinexpected  attaclunents  or  links.]

Hi Lonnie  - Brenda

I would  like to put  in for  a reconsideration  on ORD 22-078,  after  I have been  receiving  some  phone  calls I believe  there

may  not  have been  adequate  notification  for  the  vote.

Thank  you,

Mokie

1
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Introduction

The Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) adopted the first Lake Management Plan
(LMP)  in 1995.  Since  then,  there  have  been  forty-two  LMPs  adopted  by the  Borough

Assembly,  including  this  plan.  The Beverly  Lake LMP  was initiated  in the  summer  of

2021  for the  same  reasons  as the 41 lakeside  communities  before  them:  as

populations  grow,  there  is an increase  in conflicting  uses of the  land  and water  being

developed.  When  this  happens,  the  residents  have  an option  of initiating  an LMP  to

resolve  conflict  among  current  neighbors  while  setting  a standard  for  incoming

residents,  The  LMP  process  is a grassroots  planning  option,  meaning  that  LMPs  must

be initiated  by a lake community.  Once  initiated,  the residents  work  together  to

develop  the regulations  they  think  are appropriate  for  the lake. The Borough's

Planning  Department  staff  act as researchers,  writers,  and  neutral  meeting

facilitators  throughout  the  process.

The Beverly  Lake LMP  will  provide  general  lake information,  as well  as the  legal

framework  the  MSB uses to regulate  waterbodies  within  its boundary.  The Issues

Summary  provides  the  intent  behind  the  regulations  that  are included  in the  Beverly

Lake LMP by describing  the public  comments  received  throughout  the planning

process,  and the Goals represent  the  public  comments  as they  pertain  to the

regulations  included  in this  LMP.

42 non



General  Lake  Information

Beverly  Lake is located  in the Meadow  Lakes Community  Council  administrative  area.

According  to the Alaska  Department  of Fish and Game (ADF&G),  the lake is approximately  42

surface  acres and has a mean depth  of 9.5 feet  and a maximum  depth  of 20 feet.  ADF&G  has

stocked  Beverly  Lake with  rainbow  trout  since  1992  and continues  to do so.

The Bathymetric  Map  can be found  using  this  link:

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfmadfg=fishingSportLakeData.lakeDetail&LakelD=18

Public  access  is currently  found  by way  of Seldon  Rd/Beverly  Lake Rd and N Windy  Bottom  Rd.
There  is a small  gravel  parking  lot, and the  trail  is somewhat  maintained  by a combination  of local

users  and ADF&G.  Overnizht  campinz  is not  allowed  at the public  access point. Public  access is
located  within  a section-line  easement  on private  property.  If accessing  the lake via the public
access  trail,  be courteous  of private  property.  A map of land ownership  and public  access can be

found  as Appendix  A. This  is a walk-in  access only.  There  is no motorized  public  use on Beverly

Lake.

The migratory  birds  are a source  of pride  and joy  for  the residents  of Beverly  Lake. Every

summer,  swans  use the lake on their  way  north,  and there  have been nesting  loons  for  many  years.

Lake residents  have noted  that  in recent  years  there  has been  a decline  in swan  and loon sightings,
but  would  like to work  towards  creating  a healthy  environment  that  supports  migratory  birds  and

their  nesting  habitats.

Lake residents  enjoy  many  recreational  activities  in the  warmer  months  such as fishing  and

kayaking,  jet  skiing  boating,  water  skiing,  and paddle  boarding.  In the winter,  residents  and the
general  public  use Beverly  Lake for  snowmachining  and ice fishing.



Borough  Code

MSB

15.24.031
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Beverly  Lake  LMP  Process  Timeline

li . i I
I II

7 November 2021

u February  2022

3 March May2022

[  May  2022

[  June  December2022

OR  22-07



I s s u e s S u m  m  a r y  :

Motorized  Use

Throughout  the  spring  of  2022,  Planning  staff  facilitated  three  public  meetings.  There

were  two  in person  meetings  with  a Microsoft  Teams  component  for  remote  participation,

and one meeting  that  was  solely  virtual.  Residents  of Beverly  Lake  had an opportunity  at

each meeting  to discuss  their  concerns,  and to connect  over  all the  reasons  each person

chose  to  live  on the  lake.  Staff  presented  on how  the  LMP  process  was  initiated  and how  an

LMP  can help  support  and  protect  the  quality  of  life  of  lakeside  residents.  In addition  to  the

public  meetings,  many  residents  also  called  and  emailed  written  comments  to  Planning  staff

throughout  the process.  Overall,  the  community  was extremely  involved  in the  public

participation  process!  This  section  of  the  LMP  provides  a summary  of  the  issues  that  were

brought  up through  the  public  process.

Motorized  Watercraft  Use:

Lake residents  who  were  in favor  of  banning  all motorized  watercraft  use above  15  horsepower

noted  that  the  size and depth  of the  lake cannot  accommodate  large  wakes.  Residents  talked

through  the incompatibility  of high speed motorized  use with  non-motorized  recreation  and

swimming,  noting  that  when  jet  skis are on the  water,  they  do not  let their  children  recreate

because  they  do not  feel  safe  doing  so, Residents  in favor  of banning  jet  skis noted  that  there  was

never  a need  for  an LMP  before,  because  jet  skis  and speed  boats  were  not  as prevalent  in the  past

as they  are  now.  This  group  of residents  showed  an interestin  maintaining  the  ability  to  use kayaks,

canoes,  and stand-up  paddle  boards  (SUPs),  as well  as motorized  watercraft  of 15  horsepower  and

below.

Lake residents  who  were  in favor  of  jet  skis and speed  boats  on the  lake  frequently  mentioned

that  they  specifically  moved  to Beverly  Lake because  of  its lack  of restrictions.  They  noted  that  it is

the  burden  of  the  homebuyer  to  do their  research  before  purchasing  a home,  and that  adopting  an

LMP  would  be unfair  due  to the  fact  that  they  might  not  have  purchased  their  property  had they

known  there  was  going  to be restrictions.  Some  had just  recently  purchased  jet  skis while  others

mentioned  learning  how  to  waterski  as they  grew  up on Beverly  Lake. Residents  in favor  of  jet  ski

use on the  lake said they  wished  to work  together  with  their  neighbors  to resolve  any conflict

without  the  help  of  the  MSB  or  a Lake Management  Plan.

Winter  vehicle  use was mentioned  briefly.  Residents  were  primarily  in support  of maintaining

snowmachine  use on the  lake,  but  noted  that  there  was  someirresponsible  use that  should  be taken

care  of  as neighbors.

The motorized  watercraft  issue was the primary  topic  of concern  and the reason  behind

initiating  the lake management  plan process.  In the  first  in-person  meeting,  residents  worked

together  to develop  a regulation  package  that  showed  some  compromise  between  motorized  and

non-motorized  users.  Both  groups  greatly  value  the  opportunity  that  living  on a lake  gives  them  to

create  lasting  memories  with  friends  and  family,  and to  enjoy  the  brief  Alaskan  summers.
OR  22-07
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Safety  and

Summary:

Fish  & Wildlife

Safety:

Beverly  Lake  has a diverse  group  of residents  who  enjoy  recreating  in many

different  ways.  There  was  a shared concern  that  when high-speed  motorized  watercraft

are  on the  lake,  it makes it unsafe  for  non-motorized  users to recreate  at the same time.

There  were  several  accounts  of "close  calls" between  children  on jet  skis and children  in

the  water  that  were  met with  a deep community  concern  to make Beverly  Lake a safe

place  for  children  to play and recreate.

Fish  &Wildlife:

Residents  highly  value the fact  that  Beverly  Lake is used by migratory  birds  such as

swans,  Sandhill  cranes,  and loons. There  are also resident  muskrats  that  residents  enjoy

seeing  around.  There  is an area on the east side of the lake that  is owned  by the Alas

Department  of  Natural  Resources  that  has been used by loons as nesting  habi  or

many  years.  Concerns  regarding  the effects  of high powered  watercraft  o

habitat  were  shared by many attendees.  Many  residen

thelakewouldbehelpfulforprotecting  in

nd Game



I s s u e s S u m  m  a r y  :

Property  Damage  and  Quality  of  Life

Property  Damage:

Several  residents  mentioned  damage  to  their  docks  as a reason  forinitiating  an LMP.

Property  owners  emailed  videos  and photos  of  shoreline  degradation  due  to large  wakes

on their property. The 5h,@pe, sjze, arid depth of.the lake were noted "as'reasons that
wakes  are-difficult  to  manage.  There  have  been  many  issues  with  the  placemenfof  the

public  access  point,including  overnight  camping  and otherillegal  activities  carried  out,by

- 'the general public in the area.

Quality  of  Life:

Residents  would  like  to  to  protect  the  quiet,  residential  character  o

would  also  like  to reduce  the  number  of  conflicts  between  users  as t

continues  to  grow  and change.  Residents  agreed  that  quiet  hours  w

additiontoanLMP.Thosewhoareinfavor  to

thatrecreatingonthei2etskisandboatswas  thereason

ke. They

munity
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COMMUNITY  CIOALS

Residents  of  Beverly  Lake  want  to  protect  the

recreational  and  environmental  values  of  the

lake  for  their  families,  and  for  generations  to

come.  Residents  will  achieve  this  byworking

together  to  achieve  these  goals:



Plan  Implementation

The  regulations  for  the  Beverly  Lake LMP  were  decided  by an amendment  by the

MSB  Assembly  after  the  initial  vote  was  reconsidered.  The  original  ballot  for  the  final

vote  can be found  in Appendix  F.

The  regulations  below  were  adopted  into  Title  17.59  of MSB  Code  on December

20, 2022  by OR  22-078.  This  means  that  the  regulations  are  enforceable  by the  MSB

Code  Compliance  Officers.

If a resident  would  like  to report  an incident,  they  can call the  Permit  Center  at

907-861-7822.  All  reports  must  include  a time-stamped  photo  or  video  of  the  alleged

misuse  of  the  lake.  The  first  step  in a Code  Compliance  complaint  will  always  be from

an education  standpoint.  An officer  will  come  to the  lake and try  to talk  with  the

residents  about  the  regulations.  lf the  resident  continues  to act  outside  the  bounds  of

the  Lake  Management  Plan,  the  Code  Compliance  Officer  may  issue  a citation.

*Snowmachine  use and ice houses  are  allowed  on Beverly  Lake.  *

K





This  map  is solely  for  informational  purposes  only.  The
Borough  makes  no express  or  Implied  wanantlas  with

respect  to  the  charader,  function,  or  capabllltles  of  the
map  or  the  sultablllty  of  the map  for  any  particular  purpose

beyond  those  originally  Intended  by  the  Borough.  For
Infomiatlon  regarding  the  full  dlsclalmer  and  policies
related  to acceptable  uses  of  this  map,  please  contact

the  Matanuska-Susltna  Borough  GIS Dlvlslon  at
907-861-7858

Map Produced  by MSB GIS Division:  Tuesday, April 19, 2022

Beverly  Lake
Lake  Management  Plan  Draft

Land  Use  & Ownership  Map

AppendixA

Land  Ownership
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Appendix  B

General  Setback  Requirements
and

Lot  Size*  Requirements

Right-of-Way

Side
Lot Line

Side
Lot Line

Rear
Lot Line

ofWad:enragody ohr":=rcLonuerse

minimum  lot width
1,  o ci  _ ,-  OJ  -

Side
Lot Line

10' 10' Side
Lot Line

25'

Right-of-Way

Ordinary High Water  Line
of Lake (no community  septage)

*All lots must be a minimum  of 40,000  sq. ft.
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Appendix  C

Community  Planning  Resources  and  Information

Federal:

Regarding  Migratory  Birds:  Migratory  birds,  which  include  loons and grebes,  are protected  by the

Migratory  Bird Treaty  Act. The Act, among  other  things,  prohibits  the  "take"  of migratory  birds.

Destruction  of nest  sites, eggs, or  the  birds  themselves  are a violation  of the  Act.

State  of  Alaska:

Susitna  Southeast  Area Plan (2008),  Palmer-Wasilla  Region

Document  can be found  on the Mining,  Land & Water  website  under  "Land  Use Planning"

Regarding  Public  Waterbodies:  Land that  is currently  owned  by the  State  of  Alaska,  and is adjacent  to a

navigable  or public  waterbody  has special  access requirements.  Alaska  Statute  (AS 38.05.127)  requires

access to the  surface  waters  of navigable  and pubic  waterways,  typically  through  a "to"  easement.

Additionally,  land adjacent  to navigable  or public  waters  may be subject  to an "along"  easement,  which

provides  a 50-foot  public  use easement  along  the  waterway  adjacent  to the  ordinary  high-water  mark.

These  easements  are created  when  the  State  or Borough  obtains  patents  to their  lands and stay  with

the  property  when  the  land is disposed  of. State  and Borough  lands transferred  prior  to the  adoption  of

AS 8.05.127  are not  usually  subject  to  the  "to"  and "along"  easements.  Also, lands patented  by the

federal  government  are not  usually  subject  to the  "to"  and "along"  easements.

Matanuska-Susitna  Borough:

Borough-wide  Comprehensive  Plan: https://matsuzov.us/plans/borouzh-wide-comprehensive-plan

Meadow  Lakes Community  Comprehensive  Plan: https://matsuzov.us/plans/meadow-lakes-

comprehensive-plan

OR  22-078
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Appendix  D

HOW  CAN  YOU  HELP  PROTECT  WATER  QUALITY?

Voluntary  Best  Management  Practices  For  Development  around  Waterbodies

Best  Management  Practice Rationale

Maintain  the  natural  shoreline  or  riparian  habitat.

*  Preserve  a minimum  75 foot  wide  buffer  of

continuous,  undisturbed  native  vegetation  along  at

least  50%  of  the  parcel's  shoreline  or  stream  bank.

*  Along  remaining  50%  of  shoreline,  limit  vegetation

removal  to what  is necessary  to accommodate  paths,

docks,  or  other  limited  development.

Protects  water  quality  by  reducing  nutrient  loading  in  lakes  and

minimizing  temperature  changes  to stream  environments.

Provides  flood  control  and  reduces  erosion  and  sedimentation.

Protects  fish  and  wildlife  habitat  by  providing  cover,  nest  sites

and  spawning  areas.

Minimize  impervious  surfaces  on  shoreline  lots.

*  Limit  to maximum  of  25%  of  lot  area.

*  Minimize  as much  as possible  within  75 feet  of  the

water's  edge.

Impervious  surfaces  such  as pavement,  roof  tops,  and

compacted  soil  allow  runoff  to enter  waterbodies  more  readily.

Runoff  in residential  or  commercial  areas  may  contain

phosphorus  and  other  nutrients  that  lead  to oxygen  deficits  and

algal  blooms.

Avoid  adding  sand  beaches  or  adding  fill  material  to

lakeshore,  stream  banks  or  wetland  areas.

Sand  or  fill  reduces  water  clarity,  is harmful  to aquatic  life  and

may  contain  phosphonis  that  enriches  waterbodies.

Adhere  to  the  state  of  Alaska's  100  foot  waterbody

separation  for  septic  systems  and  outhouses,  and  keep

septic  systems  in  good  working  order.

Bacterial  contamination  from  poorly  maintained  or  leaking

i septic  systems  or outhouses  is a human  health  concern.

Nutrients  from  poorly  functioning  septic  systems  or  outhouses

are waterbody  pollutants.

Use  landscaping  practices  that  will  reduce  degradation  of

waterbodies,  including:

*  Test  soils  to see if  fertilizers  are needed  and use

sparingly.

*  Design  a smaller  lawn  to reduce  fertilizer  use.

*  Use  native  species  that  grow  well  without  fertilizer.

*  Avoid  fertilizer  use completely  within  50 feet  of  the

water's  edge.

Lawns  are often  over-fertilized,  which  leads  to harmful  levels  of

nutrients  in the  water.

Lawns  are not  as effective  as natural  vegetation  for  pollution

filtration.

Lawns  do not  provide  protective  cover  for  fish  and  wildlife

populations  that  are  part  of  the  waterbody  system.

Maintain  at  least  a 75'  distance  from  the  water's  edge  for:

*  Additional  permanent  or  accessory  buildings.

*  Driveways,  roads  and  ot)ier  impervious  surfaces.

*  Livestock  or  dog  quarters  or  yards.

*  Manure  or  compost  piles.

*  Long-term  vehicle  or  equipment  storage.
Exceptions  may  include boathouses, floatplane  hangers, marinas,  piers  and
docks tliat need to be closer than 75 feet to serve tlieir  purposes.

Protects  human  health  and water  quality  by  reducing

contamination  from  animal  waste,  compost,  fuels,  sediment  and

other  substances  that  pollute  waterbodies.

Mat-Su  Borough  Ordinance  05-023  established  voluntary  measures  that  propeity  owners  can  use to protect  the  quality  of  our

lakes,  streams  and  wetlands.  For  more  information,  contact  the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough,  Department  of  Planning  and

Land  Use  at 861-8556.

OR 22-078
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Appendix  E
T96:i

MAT  ANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH
Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Services  Division

350  East  Dahlia  Avenue,  Palmer,  Alaska  99645-6488

Phone  861-8525  * Fax 745-9876

kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us

December  3 2021

RE: Initiation  of  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

The Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  Planning  Services  Division  has received  a valid  petition  per  MSB 15.24

requesting  theinitiation  of  a lake management  plan  for  Beverly  Lake. The next  step  is to askyou,  the  owners

of property  waithin 600  feet  of the  lakeshore,  if you are, or  are not,  in favor  of starting  this  process.

A lake management  plan  would  include:

*  an overview  of  the  public  participation  and petition  process;

*  a brief  description  of  the  character  and  goals  of  the  Beverly  Lake community;  and

* a list of community-chosen  restricted  uses to be adopted  into  MSB Code 17.59,  Lake

Management  Plan  Implementation.

Please  return  this  sheet,  using  the  enclosed  prepaid  envelope,  indicating  your  preference  (YES or NO)

regarding  starting  a lake  management  plan,  no later  than  Wednesday,  February  9, 2022.

If a majority  of  ballots  returned  to the  borough  are in favor  of  starting  a lake management  plan,  we  will

notify  all property  owners  and schedule  public  meetings  to  draft  the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan.

Once  drafted,  the  plan  will  be circulated  for  a 30 day  public  review  period.  Then,  two  public  hearings  will  be

held before  the  plan is voted  upon  by the  borough  assembly.  If the  assembly  votes  to adopt  the  lake

management  plan,  the  list  of restricted  uses  from  the  plan  will  become  enforceable  through  borough  code

(MSB 17.59).

If you  would  like  to participate  in the  development  of  the  lake management  plan,  please  provide  your  email

and/or  phone  number.  Thank  you  for  being  involved  in this  processl

Respectfully,

Kelsey  Anderson

Planner  II

€ YES - I am in favor  of  starting  a lake  management  plan  for  Beverly  Lake.

€ NO - I am not  in favor  of  starting  a lake  management  plan  for  Beverly  Lake.

Email: Phone:

OR  22-078
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Appendix  F

/ffl'
MAT  ANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH

Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Division

350  East Dahlia  Avenue  * Palmer,  AK 99645

Phone  (907)  861-8525

kelsey.anderson@matsug,ov.us

May  6, 2022

RE: Letter  to  the  Property  Owner  - Approval  of  Draft  Lake Management  Plan and Regulations  for

Beverly  Lake

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

This is your  official  ballot  packet  for  the Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan (LMP).  Items  included

in this  packet  are: letter  to the  property  owner;  educational  materials  on Ranked  Choice  Voting;  one

numbered  ballot  per  parcel  that  you  own;  and stamped  envelopes  to return  your  ballot(s)  to  the  MSB.

Please  review  all material  carefully  before  sending  in your  ballot(s).

The Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  (MSB)  Planning  Department  has facilitated  three  public  meetings  so

residents  of  Beverly  Lake could  come  together  and discuss  how  they  would  like  to manage  activity  on

the  lake.  The next  step  in the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan (LMP)  process  is to ask you,  the

owners  of property  within  600 feet  of  the lakeshore,  if you  are, or are not,  in favor  of moving  the

Draft  Plan forward  to the Planning  Commission  and Assembly.  Because  residents  were  not  able to

come  to a consensus  regarding  the  regulations  that  would  be included  in the  plan,  Planning  staff  must

now  ask all residents  to  vote  on which  regulation  package  they  would  like to see included  in a plan.

The final  regulation  options  for  the  Beverly  Lake LMP were  developed  by the  residents  of Beverly

Lake, and are presented  as "Option  A" and "Option  B" on the ballot.  There  is also an "Option  C,"

which  is the  option  to not  have an LMP. Residents  agreed  to a ranked  choice  voting  option  for  this

ballot.  Planning  staff  has included  educational  materials  on ranked  choice  voting  in this  packet.

If Option  A or Option  B get the  majority  vote  (50% + 1 vote),  the Beverly  Lake LMP will  go forward

first  to the Planning  Commission  and then  to the  Assembly.  The LMP will  also be shared  with  the

Meadow  Lakes Community  Council.  There  will  be an opportunity  for  public  hearing  with  both  the

Planning  Commission  and Assembly.  If the Assembly  votes  to adopt  the  LMP, the list of  restricted

uses in the  LMP will become  enforceable  through  borough  code  (MSB 17.59)  by MSB Code

Compliance  Officers.  To read the updated  draft  plan  with  the  regulation  packages,  visit  the Beverly

Lake project  website  at: https://beverlylakelmp.matsugov.us/

Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to  the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered

Ballot(s);  Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSB  Contact:  Kelsey  Anderson,  907-861-8525,  kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us
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Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to  the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered  Ballot(s);  Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSB  Contact: Kelsey  Anderson,  907-861-8525,  kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us

RANKED  CHOICE  VOTJNG

Qritb-eJbal,o-f:,
n a ranked  choice  votjrig
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sefectffrig  a sfrxgje  option.

For  Beyerlyj

There  ace  3 oaptiens  to

rarak  - Option  A,  .a raon-

motocN,zed  regula'tNo'n

pa-ckage;  0.ptF6  n B, a

mi'x*d-use  regulatj6n

pa  c'kage  : and  Qptiorb  (:!.

no  lake  rnainagement  plan

Ffrst  Vote  Cgunt:

The  first  step  fs tocount
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For EffiverJy t,a%e;
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ballof.  If  there  is a caear

majority  of  more  th.an  half
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The  option  w'ith  the  least
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MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH
Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Division

350 East  Dahlia  Avenue  a Palmer,  AK  99645

Phone  (907)  861-8525

kelsey.anderson(2Th.matsugov.us

May  6, 2022

RE: Ranked  Choice  Voting  Educational  Material  - Approval  of Draft  Lake Management  Plan and

Regulations  for  Beverly  Lake

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

In order  to have a Lake Management  Plan, a community  must  show  a majority  support  for  the

draft  plan,  including  the  regulations  that  would  be included  in the  plan.  Because  more  than  one

regulation  option  was presented  by your  community,  each must  be represented  on the  ballot  to

move  the  plan  forward.  Residents  agreed  to move  forward  with  Ranked  Choice  Voting  (RCV) for

the  final  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan ballot.  RCV offers  a fair  approach  to a ballot  with

3 or more  options  by allowing  voters  to indicate  their  ls', 2nd, and 3rd preferences.  Every  voter

should  provide  three  preferences.  Please  remember  that  you may  only  vote  one  time  per  option-

in other  words,  if you feel  strongly  that  you like one option  over  all the others,  it is not  valid  to

mark  that  one  option  as your  Is', 2nd and 3rd preference.  There  can only  be one "X"  marked  for

each regulation  option.

Here is a YouTube  video  that  does  a great  job  of explaining  how  RCV works:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHRPMJmzBBw

Here is a YouTube  video  from  the State of Alaska  Division  of Elections  explaining  RCV:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLU31brxMBl

Planning  staff  also provided  a step-by-step  description  of  RCV as it pertains  directly  to  the  Beverly

Lake LMP process  that  is included  in this  mailer  packet.

Please direct  any questions  regarding  RCV to Kelsey  Anderson  at 907-861-8525.

Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to  the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered

Ballot(s);  Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSB Contact: KelseyAnderson, 907-861-8525,  kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us
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MAT  ANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH

Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Division

350 East Dahlia  Avenue  o Palmer,  AK 99645

Phone  (907)  861-8525

kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us

May  6, 2022

RE: Numbered  Ballot  - Approval  of Draft  Lake Management  Plan and Regulations  for  Beverly

Lake

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

This  is your  ballot  for  the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan.  Only  one ballot  will  be counted

per parcel  within  600 feet  of  the  shoreline.  Each ballot  is numbered  to ensure  that  any attempt

to vote  more  than  one  time  per  parcel  will  not  be counted.  To rank  your  choices,  please  mark  an

"X"  in the  box  that  represents  your  ls', 2nd, and 3rd choice.  For more  information  on ranked  choice

voting,  please  reference  the  educational  sheet  in this  packet.

Please return  this  sheet  in the MSB-addressed  stamped  envelope  included  in this  mailer

package  by Friday,  May  20, 2022.  Planning  staff  will  not  accept  envelopes  with  a postage  date

later  than  May  20, 2022.

Beverly  Lake,  Lake Management  Plan
ISt

Choice

Ind

Choice

3rd

Choice

Option  A

Quiet  Hours: 10pm  to 8am, Sunday through  Saturday

Motorized  Use: 15 horsepower  limit

Personal  Watercraft  Use: Not allowed

No Wake  Zone: 150  feet  from  the shoreline

Option  B

Quiet  Hours: 10pm  to 7am, Sunday through  Thursday;  11pm  to 7am,

Friday through  Saturday

Motorized  Use: Allowed  on odd days of the month,  and 3-day  federal

holidays  (Memorial  Day, 4'h of July, and Labor Day)

Personal  Watercraft  Use: Allowed  on odd days of the month,  and 3-day

federal  holidays  (Memorial  Day, 4'h of July, and Labor Day)

Option  C

No Plan

Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered  Ballot;

Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSB Contact: Kelsey  Anderson,  907-861-8525,  kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us
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Appendix  G

By  :

Introduced:

Public  Hearing:

Adopted  :

K.  Riese

June  6,  2022

July  18,  2022

August  1,  2022

MATAN?JSKA-SUSIffiA  BOROUGH

PLAffniG  COMMISSION  RESOLtJffON  NO.  22-27

A RESOLUTION  OF THE MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  PLANNING  COMMISSION

RECOMMENDING  DENIAL  OF  THE  BEVERLY  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN.

WHEREAS,  the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  Planning  Commission

held  a  public  hearing  on  July  18,  2022  regarding  the  Beverly  Lake

Lake  Management  Plan;  and

WHEREAS,  the  process  outlined  in  MSB  code,  15.24.031,

Initiating  and  Amending  Lake  Management  Plans,  was  followed;  and

WHEREAS,  54%  of  voters  approved  the  plan  including  52%  of

lakefront  owners;  and

WHEREAS,  this  lake  has  dedicated  public  access;  and

WHEREAS,  having  a  lake  management  plan  may  have  a  negative

affect  on  property  values;  and

WHEREAS,  the  people  can  solve  the  problems  without  having

government  step  in;  and

WHEREAS,  there  are  no  grandfather  ights  to  address  people

that  have  lived  on  the  lake  for  generations;  and

Planning  Commission  Resolution  22-27

Adopted:  August  1,  2022

Page  1  of  2
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WHEREAS,  there  was  no  lake  management  plan  in  affect  when

people  purchased  their  property.

NOw,  THEREFORE,  BE  IT  RESOLVED,  the  Planning  Commission  does

not  support  the  Beverly  Lake  Lake  Management  Plan.

ADOPTED  by  the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  Planning  Cornrnission

this  1st  day  of  August,  2022.

STAFFORD  GLASHAN,  Chair

ATTEST

YES:..(4)  Corriissioners Glenn,  Chesbro,  Allen,  and  Glashan

NO:  (3)  Cornrnissioners  Rubeo,  Scoggin,  and  Kendig

Planning  Commission  Resolution  22-27

Adopted:  August  1,  2022

Page  2 of  2
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Appendix  H

CODE  ORDINANCE Sponsored  by:  Borough  Manager

Introduced:  11/22/22

Public  Hearing:  12/08/22

Adopted:  12/08/22

Reconsideration  Filed:  12/09/22

Reconsideration  Passed:  12/20/22

Amended:  12/20/22

Adopted:  12/20/22

M'J'ANUSKA-SUSI!'NA  BOROUGH

ORDINMCE  SERIAL  NO.  22-078

AN  ORDINANCE  OF  THE  MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  ASSEMBLY  ADOPTING

MSB 15,24.030,  THE BEVERLY  LAKE,  LAKE  MANAGEME!:IT  PLAN AND AMENDING

MSB  17.59,  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN  IMPLEMENTATION.

BE  IT  ENACTED:

Section  1.  Classification.  Sections  1,  2,  and  8 of  this

ordinance  are  noncode,  Sections  3,  4,  5,  6,  and  7 are  of  a general

and  permanent  nature  and  shall  become  a part  of  the  Borough  Code,

Section  2.  Adoption  of  plan.  The  Assembly  does  hereby  adopt

the  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan.

Section  3. Amendment  of  paraqraph.  MSB 15.24.030  (C)  is  hereby

amended  as  follows:

(42)  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan,

adopted  2022.

Section  4.  Amendment  of  paragraph.  MSB  la7.59.060(B)  (2)  is

hereby  amended  to  read  as  follows:

(2)  The  hours  of  10  p.m.  to  8 a.m.,  Sunday  through

Saturday,  are  designated  as  quiet  hours  for  the  following

lakes  :

Page  1  of  4

(a)  Crystal  Lake.

Ordinance  Serial  No.  22-078
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(b)  John  Lake.

(c)  Lake  Five.

(d)  Little  Question  Lake.

(e)  Memory  Lake.

(f)  Question  Lake.

(g)  Rainbow  Lake.

(h)  Unnamed  lake  located  within  T25N,  R4W,  Section

30,  S.M.,  AK  between  Question  Lake  and  the  Talkeetna  Spur

road.

(i)  Unnamed  lake  located  within  T25N,  R4W,  Section

31,  S.M.,  AK  between  Question  Lake  and  the  Talkeetna  Spur

road.

Page  2 of  4

Walby  Lake.

Diamond  Lake.

Christiansen  Lake.

Neklasen  and  Lower  Neklasen  Lakes.

Marion  Lake.

Long  Lake  (Houston)  .

Three  Mile  Lake.

Wolverine  Lake.

Little  Lonely  Lake.

Jean  Lake.

Liten  Lake.

Shirley  Lake.

Ordinance  Seria1  No.  22-078
IM  No.  22-139
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(v)  Florence  Lake.

(w)  Carpenter  Lake.

(x)  Stevens  Lake.

(y)  Sunbeam  and  Suncrest  Lakes.

(z)  Little  Beaver  Lake.

(aa)  Caswell  Lake.

(bb)  Beverly  Lake.

Section  5.  Amendment  of  paragraph.  MSB  17.  59.  060  (C)  (4  ) is

hereby  amended  to  read  as  follows:

(4)  100  feet  from  the  shoreline  except  when  a

waterskier  is  leaving  dock  or  shore.

(a)  Neklasen  Lake.

(b)  Bevezaly  Lake.

Section  6.  Amendment  of  paragraph.  MSB 17.  59.  060  (D) (13)  (a)  is

hereby  amended  to  read  as  follows:

(13)  Motorized  watercraft  uses  are  prohibited  except

for  Sunday  through  Tuesday  and  all  three  day  federal  holidays

(a)  Beverly  Lake

Sect  ion  7 . Amendment  of  paraq  raph.  MSB  17  . 59.  060  ( D ) (14  ) ( a ) is

hereby  amended  to  read  as  follows:

(14)  Personal  Motorized  watercraft  uses  are

prohibited  except  for  Sunday  through  Tuesday  and  all  three  day

federal  holidays

(a)  Beverly  Lake

Section  8.  Effective  date.  This  ordinance  shal  l  take  effect
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upon  adoption.

ADOPTED  by  the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  Assembly  this  8 day

of  December,  2022.

EDNA  DeVRIES,  Borough  Mayor

ATTEST  :

(SEAL)

12/08/22  vote:
YES:  Hale,  Nowers,  McKee,  and  Tew

NO:  Yundt,  Sumner,  and  Bernier

12/20/22  vote:
YES:  Hale,  Nowers,  Tew,  Yundt,  Siunner,  and  Bernier

NO:  McKee
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Appendix  I

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  INFORMATION  MEMORANDUM IM  No.  22-139

SUBJECT:  AN  ORDINANCE  OF  THE  MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH  ASSEMBLY

ADOPTING  MSB  15.24.030(C)  (42)  BEVERLY  LAKE,  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN

AND  AMENDING  MSB  17.59,  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN  IMPLEMENTATION.

AGENDA  OF:  November  22,  2022

SEMBLY  ACTION

MANAGER  RECOMMENDATION:  Introduce  and  set  for  public  hearing.

APPROVED  BY MICHAEL  BROWN,  BORO'UGH  MANAGER:

Route
To  :

Department  /  Individual Initials Remarks

Oriqinator  K.  Anderson

Planninq  Director

Borouqh  Attorney

Borough  Clerk

ATTACHMENT(S)  Fiscal  Note:  YES  NO  X

Draft  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  (21  pp)

Written  Public  Comment  (55  pp)

Planning  Commission  Resolution  No.  22-27  (2  pp)

Ordinance  Serial  No.  22-078  (5  pp)

SUMMARY  STATEMENT  :

Lake  Management  Planning  Quick  Facts

*  The  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  (MSB)  has  adopted  41  Lake

Management  Plans  since  1995.

*  There  are  six  Lake  Management  Plans  (LMP)  within  the  Meadow

Lakes  Community  Council  Area  where  Beverly  Lake  is  located.

*  MSB Residents  initiate  LMPs  to  resolve  conflict  among  current

neighbors  and  set  standards  for  incoming  residents.

*  LMPs  are  initiated  through  a  petition  process  that  requires

the  signatures  of  50%  of  all  property  owners  within  600  feet

of  the  shoreline.

*  The  Borough'  s

writers,  and

Planning  Department  staff  act

neutral  meeting  facilitators

as  researchers,

throughout  the
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process.

* In  1999,  the  Borough  Assembly  adopted  Ordinance  N0.  99-103

which  established  guidelines  for  appropriate  regulations

based  on  lake  size.

*  According  to  the  Alaska  Department  of  Fish  & Game,  Beverly

Lake  measures  42  surface  acres  with  an  average  depth  of  9

feet.  The  Assembly  adopted  guidelines  for  a  lake  this

size  are  as  follows:  No  Wake  Zone  of  100  feet  from

shoreline;  Quiet  Hours  10pm  to  8am;  Personal  Watercraft

Restriction;  10  Horsepower  Limit.

*  Both  the  majority  of  shoreline  property  owners  and  property

owners  within  600  feet  of  the  shoreline  voted  in  favor  of  a

Lake  Management  Plan  for  Beverly  Lake  with  restricted

motorized  use  and  a ban  on  personal  watercraft.

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  Process

MSB 15.  24.  031  Initiating  and  Amending  Lake  Management  Plans  is  the

governxng  code  for  this  process.  Below  is  a summary  of  how  Planning

staff  and  Beverly  Lake  residents  met  and  exceeded  those

requirements.

MSB  15.24.031(A)  (1)  Petition

23,  2021,  residents  of  Beverly  Lake  submitted  a valid

the  Matanuska-Susitna  Borough  (MSB)  Planning

requesting  the  implementation  of  an  LMP.  For  an  LMP

to  be  considered  valid,  it  must  contain  signatures  of  at

feet  of  the  shoreline.

On  November

petition  to

Department

petition

least  50%  of  all  property  owners  within  600

Fifty-three  percent  of  lake  residents  signed  the  petition.

MSB  15.24.031(A)  (2)  Initiation  Ballot

Planning  staff  is  required  to  mail  a ballot  to  every  parcel  within

600  feet  of  the  shoreline  within  60  days  of  receiving  a  valid

petition.  The  ballot  allows  residents  to  indicate  whether  they

support  or  oppose  initiating  an LMP.  Staff  mailed  84  ballots  using

borough  tax  assessment  records  for  mailing  addresses  on  December

3,  2021  with  a required  return  date  of  February  9,  2022.

MSB 15.  24.  031  (A)  (3)  - (5)  Tabulating  and  Noti.cing  Initiation  Ballots

Between  December  3,  2021  and  February  9,  2022,  59  ballots  were

returned  to  the  MSB,  and  37  properties  voted  in  favor  of  an  LMP,

which  made  the  final  count  62%  in  support  of  initiating  an  LMP.

Planning  staff  sent  a written  letter  to  all  residents  detailing

the  ballot  count  and  emailed  notification  to  the  Meadow  Lakes

Community  Council,  District  7 Assemblyperson  Ron  Bernier,  and  the

Borough  Manager.  Staff  also  posted  a public  notice  at  the  public

access  on  N Windy  Bottom  Dr  on  March  11,  2022.
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MSB  15.  24.  031  (A)  (6)  Public  Participation

This  section  of  MSB  Code  requires  staff  to  open  all  LMP  meetings

to  the  public  and  advertise  the  meetings  in  the  newspaper.  Staff

additionally  kept  the  public  up to  date  with  regular  emails  to  the

resident  email  list  and  a project  website  that  was  open  to  the

public  and  updated  regularly  with  information,  meeting  videos,  and

draft  plans.  Staff  also  posted  information  on  Facebook  about

upcoming  meetings,  sent  an additional  mailer  for  the  third  meeting,

and  had  several  updates  in  the  Planner  Platform.

Planning  staff  scheduled  two  public  meetings  for  Beverly  Lake

residents  to  discuss  their  concerns,  ideas,  and  to  work  towards  a

consensus  for  regulations  to  be  included  in  the  Lake  Management

Plan.  The  first  meeting  was  held  on  March  22,  2022  in  person  at

the  Wasilla  Public  Library  and  had  a Microsoft  Teams  component  so

residents  could  join  virtually.  Planning  staff  gave  an  overview  of

what  to  expect  from  the  LMP  process  and  then  provided  an

opportunity  for  residents  to  voice  their  concerns  regarding  usage

conflicts  on Beverly  Lake.  Residents  were  then  divided  into  small

groups  where  they  developed  some  ideas  for  regulation  packages

including  quiet  hours,  a no-wake  zone,  and  options  for  motorized

watercraft  and  personal  watercraft  use.  At  the  end  of  the  meeting,

residents  voted  to  have  another  meeting  to  further  discuss

regulations.  The  second  meeting  was  held  on  March  24,  2022,  and

was  entirely  virtual  using  Microsoft  Teams.  The  meeting  followed

the  same  format  as  the  first,  with  the  exception  of  the  small

groups.  In  the  virtual  meeting,  residents  worked  through  their

ideas  and  concerns  together  and  also  agreed  to  a follow-up  meeting.

Staff  scheduled  the  final  meeting  for  April  26,  2022.  The  meeting

was  held  at  the  Wasilla  Public  Library  and  on  Microsoft  Teams.

Planning  staff  provided  a draft  Lake  Management  Plan  several  days

before  the  meeting  so  residents  would  have  time  to  review  the

document  and  proposed  regulations  prior  to  the  meeting.  The  goal

of  the  final  meeting  was to  come  to  an agreement  on the  regulations

that  would  be  included  in  an  LMP  so  that  residents  could  cast  a

final  vote  that  would  show  if  residents  supported  bringing  the

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  forward  to  the  Planning

Commission  and  Assembly  for  adoption  into  MSB  Code.

However,  after  three  meetings,  residents  were  unable  to  come  to

consensus  on  the  regulations  they  wanted  to  be  included  in  the

LMP.  Because  residents  were  not  able  to  come  to  a consensus

regarding  the  regulations  that  would  be  included  in  the  Plan,

Planning  staff  had  to  change  course  and  ask  residents  to  instead

vote  on which  regulation  package  they  wanted  to  see  included  in  a

plan.
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The  Final  Ballot  Process

The  final  regulation  options  for  the  Beverly  Lake  LMP  were

developed  by  the  residents  of  Beverly  Lake,  and  were  presented  as

"Option  A"  and  "Option  B"  on the  ballot  (defined  below)  There  was

also  an  "Option  C,  which  was  the  option  to  not  have  an  LMP.

Residents  agreed  to  a  ranked  choice  voting  option  for  the  final

ballot.  Planning  staff  mailed  ballot  packets  to  residents  within

600  feet  of  the  shoreline  on Friday,  May  6,  2022  and  gave  residents

until  May  20,  2022  to  send  back  their  ballot.  Below  is  a  photo  of

the  final  ballot:

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan
Ist

Choice

)nd

Cho?ce

yd

Choice

Option  A

Quiet  Hours:  10prn  to  8am,  Sunday  through  Saturday

Motorized  Use:  15  horsepower  limit

Personal  Watercraft  Use:  Not  allowed

No  Wake  Zone:  150  feet  from  the  shoreline

Option  B

Quiet  Hours:  1 €)prri  to  7am,  Sunday  through  Thursday;  11pm  to  7am,  Friday

through  Saturday

Motorized  Use:  Allowed  On odd  days  of  the  month,  and  3-day  federal  holidays

(Merriorial  Day,  4"'  of  July,  and  Labor  Day)

Persona}  Watercraft  Use:  Allowed  on  odd  days  of  the  month,  and  3-day  federal

holidays  (Mernoria)  Day,  4'h of  Juiy,  and  Labor  Day)

Option  C

No Plan

The  final  ballot  count  is  as  follows:

Staff  mailed  84 ballots,  and  70 ballots  were  returned.  38  residents

chose  Option  A  as  their  first  choice  and  32  residents  chose  Option

C as  their  first  choice.  There  were  O ballots  returned  that  chose

Option  B  as  their  first  choice.  There  is  a  clear  54% majority  with

1'  choice  votes  in  favor  of  Option  A,  including  a  ban  on  personal

watercraft  use  and  a  150  feet  no  wake  zone.

Staff  also  calculated  the  ballot  responses  from  just  shoreline

property  owners  after  receiving  feedback  throughout  the  corament

period  regarding  the  600  feet  buffer  for  voting  purposes  on  LMPs.

The  final  ballot  count  for  only  shoreline  property  owners  is  as

follows:  42  shoreline  property  owners  voted;  22  of  those  shoreline

property  owners  voted  in  favor  of  Option  A  as  their  first  choice

and  20  voted  in  favor  of  Option  C as  their  first  choice.  There  is

a  clear  52%  majority  of  shoreline  property  owners  who  voted  in

favor  of  Option  A.
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RECOMMENDATION  OF  ADMINISTRATION:

The  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan  was  developed  with  intensive

public  feedback  through  public  meetings,  written  and  verbal

cort'unent,  and  a ballot  process  for  both  the  initiation  and
implementation  of  the  Lake  Management  Plan.

The  process  met  or  exceeded  all  requirements  found  in  MSB 15.  24.  031

Initiating  and  Amending  Lake  Management  Plans,  and  meets  the

Assembly-established  guidelines  for  appropriate  regulations  based
on  lake  size.

The  Beverly  Lake  LMP  is  the  will  of  the  majority  of  shoreline

property  owners,  and  the  majority  of  property  owners  within  600
feet  of  the  shoreline.

With  that  knowledge,  staff  respectfully  recommends  the  Matanuska  -

Susitna  Borough  Assembly  adopt  the  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management

Plan  and  amend  MSB  17.59,  Lake  Management  Plan  Implementation  to

include  the  regulations  found  in  the  Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management
Plan.
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MATANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH
Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Division

350 East  Dahlia  Avenue  o Palmer,  AK  99645

Phone  (907)  861-8525

kelsey.anderson(2D,matsugov.us

May  6, 2022

RE: Ranked  Choice  Voting  Educational  Material  - Approval  of Draft  Lake Management  Plan and

Regulations  for  Beverly  Lake

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

In order  to have a Lake Management  Plan, a community  must  show  a majority  support  for  the

draft  plan,  including  the  regulations  that  would  be included  in the plan.  Because  more  than  one

regulation  option  was presented  by your  community,  each must  be represented  on the  ballot  to

move  the  plan  forward.  Residents  agreed  to move  forward  with  Ranked  Choice  Voting  (RCV) for

the  final  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan ballot.  RCV offers  a fair  approach  to a ballot  with

3 or more  options  by allowing  voters  to indicate  their  ls', 2nd, and 3rd preferences.  Every  voter

should  provide  three  preferences.  Please remember  that  you may  only  vote  one  time  per  option-

in other  words,  if you feel strongly  that  you like one  option  over  all the others,  it is not  valid  to

mark  that  one  option  as your  is', 2nd and 3rd preference.  There  can only  be one "X"  marked  for

each regulation  option.

Here  is a YouTube  video  that  does  a great  job  of explaining  how  RCV works:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHRPMJmzBBw

Here is a YouTube  video  from  the State of Alaska  Division  of Elections  explaining  RCV:

https://www.youtube.com/watch  ?v=lLU31brxMBl

Planning  staff  also provided  a step-by-step  description  of RCV asit  pertains  directly  to  the  Beverly

Lake LMP process  that  is included  in this  mailer  packet.

Please direct  any questions  regarding  RCV to Kelsey  Anderson  at 907-861-8525.

Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to  the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered

Ballot(s);  Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSB Contact: Kelsey Anderson, 907-861-8525,  kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us



MAT  ANUSKA-SUSITNA  BOROUGH
Planning  and  Land  Use  Department

Planning  Division

350 East Dahlia  Avenue  a Palmer,  AK 99645

Phone  (907)  861-8525

kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us

May  6, 2022

RE: Numbered  Ballot  - Approval  of Draft  Lake Management  Plan and Regulations  for  Beverly

Lake

Dear  Beverly  Lake Property  Owner,

This  is your  ballot  for  the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan. Only  one ballot  will  be counted

per  parcel  within  600 feet  of  the  shoreline.  Each ballot  is numbered  to ensure  that  any attempt

to vote  more  than  one  time  per parcel  will  not  be counted.  To rank  your  choices,  please  mark  an

"X"  in the  box  that  represents  your  ls', 2nd, and 3rd choice.  For more  information  on ranked  choice

voting,  please  reference  the  educational  sheet  in this  packet.

Please return  this  sheet  in the MSB-addressed  stamped  envelope  included  in this  mailer

package  by Friday,  May  20, 2022.  Planning  staff  will  not  accept  envelopes  with  a postage  date

later  than  May  20, 2022.

Beverly  Lake,  Lake  Management  Plan
Ist

Choice

znd

Choice

3rd

Choice

Option  A

Quiet  Hours:  10pm  to  8am,  Sunday  through  Saturday

Motorized  Use:  15  horsepower  limit

Personal  Watercraft  Use:  Not  allowed

No  Wake  Zone:  150  feet  from  the  shoreline

I

I

Option  B

Quiet  Hours: 10pm  to 7am, Sunday through  Thursday;  11pm  to 7am,

Friday through  Saturday

Motorized  Use: Allowed  on odd days of the month,  and 3-day federal

holidays  (Memorial  Day, 4'h ofJuly,  and Labor Day)

Personal  Watercraft  Use: Allowed  on odd days of the month,  and 3-day

federal  hoiidays  (Memorial  Day, 4'h of July, and Labor Day)

Option  C

No Plan

Included  in Mailer:  Letter  to the  Property  Owner;  Education  Materials  for  Ranked  Choice  Voting;  Numbered  Ballot;

Stamped  Return  Envelope

MSBContact:KelseyAnderson,907-861-8525,kelsey.anderson@matsugov.us ?]y %2-IW
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Public  Comment  Page 1

Parcel  Mailing  List

TAXID LOKI GENOWN  OWNER  1 NAME  2

218NO2W26CO25  PRIVATE LEMIEUX  ROGER E & GIGI L

218NO2W26CO26  PRIVATE HICKMAN  TANNER  IAY

LINCOLN  LINDAI

51998BO1LOO1  PRIVATE  WESTBROCKA&MElANIES

51998BO1LOO2  PRIVATE  ANTONOVAYELENAV

54518000LPRD  PRIVATE  KALMBACH  LK HOMEOWNR  ASSN

S4518000TOOA  PRIVATE  IAKEPROPLLC

S4518000TO € C PRIVATE  LORDGLENNDll&CHERYLL

54518BO1LOO6  PRIVATE  HENDRIXIOHNM

54518BO1LOO7  PRIVATE  NELSONKARENC

54518BO1LOO8  PRIVATE  RUSSRENEL

5451!IBOILOO!1  PRIVATE  KALMBACHIOHNBTR

S4518BO2LOO1  PRIVATE  015ENTHERESALlllSEREVTR

54518BO2LOO2  PRIVATE  STEVENSROBERT&WENDY

54518BO2LOO3  PRIVATE  HALLTHOMASE

54Sl8BO2t004  PRIVATE  DESTINYHOMESCONSTILC

54518BO2LOO5  PRIVATE  LOSIKPAVELM&OLGAI

54518BO2LOO6  PRIVATE  RACHEILE-KRAFTAVALONTR

54518BO2LOO7  PRIVATE  HOWLETTCOREY

54965TOBLOO2A  PRIVATE  llLLOTODD&MARYR

55226BO1LOO1  PRIVATE  uSBANKNATIONALASSOCTRE

5S226BO1LOO2  PRIVATE  COYLEDEETTANN

55226BO2LOO1  PRIVATE  CANNONARIELR&BRIANNAR

55227BOlt005  PRIVATE  KALMBACH  GEORGE  F FAM  TR

55227BO1LOO6  PRIVATE  GRYNYUKMYKOLA&TETIANA

5S227BO1LOO7  PRIVATE  HOFFENKAMPDAVIDETRAGMT

55227BO1LOO8  PRIVATE  KALMBACHGEORGEFMARITAtTRUW

55227BO1LOO9  PRIVATE  KALMBACHGEORGEFMARITALTRUW

55227BOlLOlO  PRIVATE  KALMBACHGEORGEFMARITALTRUW

55251BOlLOll  PRIVATE  KALMBACHGEORGEFMARITALTRuW

55251BO2LOO4  PRIVATE  HENRY  RICK

56029000LOO7  PRIVATE  ELVSAASFREDSlR&BRlnANYA

56029000LOO8  PRIVATE  WILLIAMSFAMILYTR

56030000LOOl  PRIVATE  jENKINEDWARDM&lENNIFERA

56030000LOO2  PRIVATE  BEALSRODGERW&ElAINED

S6030000LOO3  PRIVATE  MAUZYCRAIG

56030000LOO4  PRIVATE  MAIIZYCRAIGTHOMAS

56030000LOO5  PRIVATE  BRYANlARRYE&HELENB

560300001006  PRIVATE  VARSPETERL&lllDYA

56030000LOO7  PRIVATE  LEADERGREGORYS&CAlLY  A

560300(X)LOO8  PRIVATE  TILLETTLESLIEA  TILLETTSHELLEYL

56030000LOlO  PRIVATE  DRAPEDAN'LD

560300001011  PRIVATE  TILIETTCAROLD

56030000LO12  PRIVATE  BROWNMICHAELE&CAROLl

56030000LO13  PRIVATE  FINELAVERNM  BERRYDIANN

56030000LO14  PRIVATE  BERRYROBERTL&DIANNM

560300001015  PRIVATE  FINE LAVERN M  BERRY [)IANN

56030000LO16  PRIVATE  BOCHENEKHENRY&lEANM

56030000LO17  PRIVATE  BOCHENEKHENRY&lEANM

56030000LO18  PRIVATE  BOCHENEKHENRYW&lEANM

56030000LO19  PRIVATE  BROWNMICHAELE&CAROLl

56030000LO20  PRIVATE  CHARNESKISHAWN&lAYME

56030000LPREl  PRIVATE  DIASMERRIBEILE

56031BO1LOO1  PRIVATE  RllSCHlOHNNY&luDY

56031BO11002  PRIVATE  BROWNCAROLI

56031BO1LOO3  PRIVATE  CUDIAVINCENTl&[)IXIED

56031BO2LOO1  PRIVATE  RAIIINGCURTIS

56031BO2LOO2  PRIVATE  SAVAGELEONARD

S6031BO2LOO3  PRIVATE  HARRISIACEYD

56032TOALOO1  PRIVATE  SMITHlACOBO&lENNIFERE

56032TOALOO2  PRIVATE  SMITHlACOB&lENNIFER

56032TOAt003  PRIVATE  IHLETOSHlltOK

56032TOBLOOl  PRIVATE  HAWKINSELIZABETH  HAWKINSELIZABETHEST

56204BOlLOOl  PRIVATE  tlNKMATTHEW&TISHETRES  M&TLINKEDLVGTR

56204BO1LOO2  PRIVATE  LAFOURNAISEDOROTHYHTR  COVINGTONIOANTRE

56204BO1LOO3  PRIVATE  SCHRANZPAUL&PATRICIA

56204BO21001  PRIVATE  SMITHlACOBO&lENNIFERE

56204BO2LOO2  PRIVATE  TALIANTPAUI  TALIANTIAMESM

56204BO2LOO3  PRIVATE  TAtlANTPAtlL  TAIIANTIAMESM
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7/6/22,  12:5i  PM Mail  - Kelsey  Anderson  - Outlook

Please make this photo  along  with  the other  videos  available  for  the June 20,2022  meeting.

The videos  show  the proof  of  erosion  and deterioration  of  my property  along  thc shore line.

So, I'm  supposcd  to sit back  and liave  my  property  erode  away  while  someone  else is going  "I-fog  Wide"  on a jet  ski. I think  not!

V/r

Craig  Odom

IY\A z2-t24
0 r2, (z-579
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7/6/22,  12:58  PM Mail - Kelsey Anderson - Outlook

FW: Beverly Lake Management  Plan

MSB Planning Commission <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>
Mon 6/20/2022  12:59 PM
To:

*  KelseyAnderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

From: Jim and Jennifer Cahill  <jandjcahill@comcast.net>

Sent:  Thursday,  June 16,  2022  11:09  PM

To: MSB Planning Commission <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Beverly  Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERiNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Planning  Commission  Members,

Thank  you for  the  opportunity  to provide  comment  on the  proposed  Beverly  Lake Management  Plan.

My family  has owned  a cabin  on Beverly  Lake for  almost  40 years.

The Beverly  Lake Management  Plan is needed  for  a number  of reasons.

1)  At 42 acres Beverly  lake is too  small  for  the  use of personal  watercraft  and motorized  boats  over  fifteen

horsepower.

2) Operating  personal  watercraft  and motorized  boats  at high  speeds  on a lake this  small  is a safety  hazard  for  other

boaters  and swimmers.  The small  lake size does not  allow  for  a proper  separation  between  the  two.  Numerous

residents  have  reported  near  misses  which  could  have resulted  in injury  or death.

3) Loons and other  waterfowl  have  lived  on the  lake and been  enjoyed  by residents  for  decades.  Personal  watercraft

and fast  moving  boats  disrupt  and threatens  the  continued  use of the  lake by the  loons  and other  waterfowl.

4) The lake management  plan  establishes  reasonable  quiet  hours.  This helps  residents  and wildlife.

5) The no wake  zone helps  ensure  the  safety  of  swimmers,  prevents  erosion  and protects  nesting  waterfowl.

The proposed  lake management  plan meets  the Borough  guidelines  for  lakes of its size.

The adoption  of a lake management  plan  has been  approved  by a majority  of homeowners.

The fact  that  the  lake has not  previously  had a lake management  plan  does not  mean  that  a plan  should  not  be adopted.

The lack of  a plan only  means  that  the  lake was unregulated.  The plan  will  provide  a limited  enforcement  mechanism  to

insure  the plan is enforced  now  and into  the  future.  The plan also provides  clear  expectations  to  current  and future

residents.

A lake management  plan will  not  decrease  property  values. tt will  attract  homeowners  who  value  the  quiet  and safety

that  the  plan provides.  I have no worries  about  a loss of property  values.

I would  ask that  you support  the  approval  of  the  proposed  Beverly  Lake Management  Plan.

Thank  You

Jim Cahill

4940 Beverly  Lake Rd

Wasilla,  Alaska 99623

https://oullook.offlce.com.mcas.ms/mail/deeplink?Print 1/2



6/20/22,  9:23  AM

Mail - Kelsey Anderson - OutW%
Beverly  lake  management  plan  June  20

tishe link <tishelink@yahoo.com>

Fri 6/17/2022 4:53 PM

To: MSB Planning  Commission  <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>

Cc: Kelsey Anderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Good  day-

I want  to start  off  by saying  thank  you  so much  for  reviewing  all of  our  comments  and reading  over  our

writings.

A neighbor  started  this  back  in 2018  with  our  first  signature  on the  petition.  It has been  a long  process

and not  one  for  the  faint  of  heart.  We  are still  in it because  we are passionate  about  where  we live, our

kids safety,  and protecting  the  habitat  of  the  wildlife.

We moved  to  Beverly  lake  over  13 years  ago.  At  that  time  there  were  a lot  of  recreational  cabins  and

undeveloped  properties.  Since  the  valley  has grown,  so has our  area with  many  more  people  considering

Beverly  lake as their  primary  residence  year  round.  With  that  growth  has come  increasing  concerns.

I would  like  to preface  this  with  the  fact  that  Beverly  lake is only  42 acres.  It is a thin  lake being  only  123

yards  at the  west  end and 371.4  yards  at the  east  end.  It is primarily  due  to its size that  these  issues  are

not  only  a personal  preference  but  a huge  safety  concern.

Reading  up on  jet  skis, some  models  take  250  yards  to  come  to  a stop.  There  is no guarantee  that  the

people  on the  lake  will  buy  the  newest  and  greatest  machines  with  better  stopping  power.  If you  need

250 yards  to stop  and in some  areas  the  lake  are only  123  yards,  you  can see where  that  may  be a

problem.

In the  last  few  years  we have  seen an ocean  boat  be put  in the  water,  a speedboat  that  almost  hit  some

swimmers,  and  at least  three  instances  last  summer  where  others  recreating  on the  lake  were  forced

back  to their  docs  due  to  feeling  unsafe  by JetSki  operators.

If a JetSki  is spinning  circles  in the  middle  of  the  lake on the  west  end,  near  where  I live, their  wake  rocks

my boats,  dock,  and shore  line  simply  because  of  the  size of  the  lake.

Loons  and  swans  return  to our  lake every  year,  Loons  need  60 to 200 acres  to be successful.  If they  do

not  have  the  space  they  need  it quiet.  As stated  before,  we are at  42 acres.  Their  hind  feet  are back  so

farthat  they  are unable  to walk  on land.  They  nest  right  on the  waters  edge  making  it very  easy  for  wake

to wash out.  Loons  are federally  protected  and we should  do all that  we can to facilitate  that.

Last year  was the  first  year  since  I have  been  there  that  I have not  seen a successful  baby  loon.  This

summer,  the  loons  nested  at the  east  end  of  the  lake instead  of  the  west  for  The  first  time  in the  13 years

since  I have been  there  at least. That  leads  me to believe  that  their  nest  got  washed  out  or

compromised.

I appreciate  your  time.  We look  forward  to  seeing  you  Monday.
ItVl 22-154
O (l 21-  31 5
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7/6/22,  12:47  PM Mail  - Kelsey  Andersan  - Outlook

Beverly  Lake  wildlife

alga Losik <olgalosik@yahoo.com>

Mon 6/20/2022 10:56 PM
To:

*  Kelsey Anderson <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

u1 attachments  (2 MB)

Video.mov;

[EXTERNAL EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hi Kelsey

So I just  read all those  emails  that  you  got  from  residents  on Beverly  Lake how  we have no more  wildlife  on our

lake and it's completely  not  true.  I just  want  to send you pictures  and videos  just  from  tonight  all the  wildlife

that  we saw in like one  hour  right  by our  dock. We have a pair  of swans  that  have 5 babies  on our  lake  and

they came  to our  lawn  today,  saw loons  with  a baby  and muskrat  all by our  dock. We see all

Of this  wildlife  regularly  on daily  bases  and have seen it throughout  all the  years  that  been  here  and  jetskis

haven't  ran them  over  how  some  of  my neighbors  say.

I just  still  can't  believe  that  because  of  some  neighbors  unproven  allegations  we could  be loosing  our  rights  and

occasional use of boats o2etskis on the lake. So farwe only seen anyone using boats orjetskis like 3 times in
the whole  summer  and that's  a very  norm  on our  lake, so taking  that  away  for  all of  us is completely  unfair.

Here are some  pictures  and  videos

lm  11-13q
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Sent from  my iPhone
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To Planning  Commssion:

Our  names  is Mykola  and Tetieana  Griyuniuk  and we live across  the  street  from  Beverly  Lake. We are

writing  this  letter  in opposition  to the  Lake Management  proposal  on Beverly  Lake. We had been  living

in this  area for  the last 7 years  and because  of  our  neighbors  that  had allowed  us the  access  to the  lake,

our  family  been  able  to enjoy  the  lake with  our  children.  We  just  purchased  a boat  last  year  and we

took  our  kids out  on our  little  boat  riding  and we enjoyed  watching  our  children  be happy  and really

enjoy  the  time  with  family,  Because  of  this  Lake management  plan,  we will  lose our  ability  to enjoy

Beverly  Lake in our  neighborhood

We understand  that  the lake is not  too  big, so time  sharing  would  be a great  way  to  address  this

problem  to share  time  and days when  everyone  who  wants  to use kayaks  or  canoes  on some  days and

others  that  would  like  to pull  their  kids  on the  tubes  on another  days. We recommend  to have  non-

motorized  and motorized  on odd  and even  days of  the month.  That  way  everyone  will  be able  to use

the  lake.

We strongly  oppose  implementing  Beverly  Lake management  plan and asking  you  to reconsider  this  and

vote  accordingly  in order  to allow  for  all families  to enjoy  what  Beverly  Lake has to  offer.

Sencirely,  Mykola  and Tetiana  Griyunuk

IM  11-  13q
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

MSB Planning  Commission

Friday, June 3, 202211:09  AM

Kelsey  Anderson

FW: Beverly  Lake management  Plan

--Original  Message---

From: Melissa  Howlett  <melissa.kidzone@yahoo.com>

Sent: Friday,  June 3, 2022  6:38  AM

To: MSB Planning Commission <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Beverly  Lake management  Plan

[EXTERNAL EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or  links.]

To whom  it may  concern:

My name  is Corey  Howlett  and my family  and I own  a lot  on Beverly  Lake. I'm writing  this  to let  you  know  that  I'm very

disappointed  to see that  a management  plan has been  voted  and approved  for  Beverly  Lake. It's  disappointing  that

more  off  lake property  owners  were  given  the  option  to vote  on a management  plan  for  Beverly  Lake, property  owners,

who  don't  even  have lake frontage  on Beverly  Lake.

As an owner  with  lake frontage  on Beverly  Lakes, I'd like to appeal  the  vote  on the  management  plan.

Thank  you  for  your  time.

Corey Howlett

1
trv  zi-t3q
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

MSB Planning  Commission

Friday, June 3, 202211:15  AM

Kelsey Anderson

FW: Beverly lake

From: Jennifer  Smith <gijemsl1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, June 3, 2022 8:51 AM

To: MSB Planning Commission  <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>
Subject:  Beverly  lake

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

To whom  it  may  concern,

Iam  writing  to you  because  the lake  management  plan  that  was voted  for  is not  what  the majority  of  the people

who  actually  live  on the lake  want.  We  have  come  together  as neighbors  and  I believe  without  any  management

plan  we can  work  it  out.

Enforcement  for  a motor  restricted  lake  will  cause  more  problems.  With  enforcement  we are causing  the

neighbors  to police  each other  for  the right  to play  on the lake.

Also,  the writer  of  the management  plan  did  not  include  any  dates  for  the motor  restrictions.  That  would  mean

winter  restrictions  would  apply  as well  as summer.

Thank  you  for  your  time  and consideration,

Jennifer  Smith

Beverly  Lake  resident  2004

1



MSB Planning  Commission

To whom  it may  concern,

I am writing  about  the  Beverly  Lake Management  Plan that  you  will  be addressing.  Kelsey  Anderson

sent  out  notification  last  fall  about  residents  of  our  community  desiring  a management  plan  for  Beverly

Lake. A vote  was  taken  and public  hearings  were  held. During  the  last public  hearing,  four  plans  had

been  emailed  to Kelsey. After  much  discussion  and consideration,  Kelsey  decided  to  take  the  most

restrictive  plan  and a compromise  plan and send it out  to the  eighty-four  property  owners  for  a vote.

Many  at that  meeting  were  trying  to create  a compromise  plan  that  we could  live with.  Those  who  want

to disallow  boats  and jet  skis cried  foul  because  they  weren't  getting  their  way,  so Kelsey  created  a new

ballot  that  was  sent  out  ten  days later.  The compromise  plan  was very  poorly  worded.  The final  vote

came  in 38 in favor  of  the  most  restrictive  plan and 32 votes  for  no plan. No one  voted  for  the

compromise  because  it should  have  been  the  plan  we voted  for  or  against,  not  a ranked  choice.  The

vote  was  fifty-four  percent  to  locking  up the  lake to water  craft.  One property  owner  who  happens  to

own  seven  lots  within  the  600  feet  parameter  has no homes  located  on any,  voted  to lock up our  lake.

Approximately  40 of  the  84 properties  that  are within  the 6oo  feet  are not  located  on Beverly  Lake. As a

matteroffact,someofthemliveonKalmbachlake.  ltisultimatelyunfairthatthoselivingonanother

lake can make  the  decision  to  manage  our  lake. I strongly  suggest  you  reject  this  proposal.  We were

also told  by Kelsey  Anderson  that  unless  65-70%  of  the  residents  were  in favor  of  this  plan,  the  Borough

Assembly  might  take  the  concerns  of  the  minority  into  consideration.  Please do not  authorize  this

management  plan.

Many  people  living  on this  lake,  researched  lakes that  did not  have management  plans  so that  their

families  could  enjoy  boating  and jet  skis. jet  skis were  purchased.  If those  that  want  a management

plan  want  a lake with  a plan,  they  should  have researched  and bought  on a lake  with  a plan. It is so

unfair  to come  in and change  what  has worked  for  over  fifty  years  that  my  family  has had the

opportunity  to enjoy.  The reasons  they  want  the  lake managed  is for  safety  of  wildlife.  The lake has

wildlife.  We have  not  lost  any  wildlife  from  boating  or  jet  skis. One resident  said his shore  is eroding.

That  is caused  primarily  by wind,  not  jet  skis. If he hadn't  clear  cut  his property  all the  way  to the  lake,

he wouldn't  have  the  erosion  problem.  He created  it!

If a management  plan is put  into  place,  please  consider  using  the  compromise  plan which  allows  boats

and jet  skis on even  days of  the  month.  They  can have their  quiet  on odd  days  of  the  month.  We have

such a short  summer  in Alaska.  We  all want  to enjoy  the lake. Give our  children  the  opportunity  to

enjoy  the  beautiful  outdoors.

Sincerely,  Theresa  Dickey

tVVl ll-  13Cy
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June 1, 2022

To Whom  It May  Concern,

My husband  and Ilive  at 5242  W. Bryce  Circle.  we are both  79 years  old.  We  do not  live on the  lake side

but  across  the  street  from  it. My  daughter  and her  husband  live  on the  lake and we are all very

distressed  over  a possible  lake management  plan being  enforced.

I have  enjoyed  watching  my grandkids  and great-grandkids  pulling  their  inner  tubes  behind  their  jet  ski. I

think  it's  very  sad that  some  bought  houses  to live on a motorized  lake,  and now  other  neighbors  are

trying  to  ruin  this  for  them.

Beverly  Lake is a quiet  lake and we  enjoy  watching  the birds  all summer.  Last summer  was no different.

Anyone  that  says the  birds  are nesting  somewhere  else because  of  the  motorized  activity  on the  lake is

not  telling  the  truth.

I spend  a lot of  time  down  at my  daughter's  house  on her  back deck,  because  of  the  amazing  view.  It's

very  calm  and peaceful  on the  lake and on occasion  there  will  be a boat  or  some  type  of  watercraft  out

on the  lake. It has never  been  disruptive  or  excessive.  I went  to the  meetings  about  this  situation  and I

can tell  you  that  this  lake is not  overrun  with  non-stop  motorized  activities.

We want  to ask this  committee  to make  decisions  so that  all homeowners  can enjoy  the  lake in the  way

that  makes  them  happy.  A timeshare  structure  is a good  compromise  so the  people  that  want  to fish  or

swim  can enjoy  that  and then  other  days the  lake can be enjoyed  by people  that  want  to use motors.  I

cannot  believe  that  homeowners  that  live on a lake would  not  even  have  the  ability  to pull  their  friends

and family  on  tubes.  To change  the  rules  after  people  purchased  is a shame.  If motorized  activity  is

allowed  on certain  days it doesn't  mean  all day long  people  will  be on the lake with  their  jet  ski's  or

boats.  It has never  been  like that.  Its occasional  use and it always  has been,  despite  what  is described  at

these  meetings.  I would  like to ask you  to be fair  when  considering  what  rules  to Implement  and don't

believe  everything  you hear  about  what  has been  happening  on the  lake. I vote  for  a situation  where

everyone  has their  time  to do what  they  love  on the  lake.

Kind Regards,

Dave and Judy  Hoffenkamp  (907-301-2614)



June  3, 2022

Dear Planning  Committee

My Husband,  Mother,  andlhave  the  privilege  of owning  a home  5059 W Bryce Circle  - on Beverly  Lake in the  Mat-Su

Valley.  WepurchasedthehomeinJuly2020afteranextensivesearchfortheperfecthome.  Ourthreetopprioritiesincluded

a Mother-in-law  apartment  that  would  enable  my mother  to move  back to  Alaska  in a safe neighborhood,  and a lake  that

permitted  motorized  boats  that  are  able  to tow  an innertube  and jet  skis.

I was fortunate  to  grow-up  on a similar  lake in Nikiski,  Alaska and wished  to  provide  our  adult  children  and ourgrandchildren

with  opportunities  to  swim,  boat,  and learn  to ski as i did as a child. severly  iake  was a perfect  choice  for  us, having  met  all

of the  criteria.  My  husband  served  for  26 years  in the  US Army  and is a disable  veteran  and looking  forward  to finally  settling

down  and growing  roots  after  many  years  of  service.  We are anticipating  this  being  our  forever  home  -  offering  joy,  peace,

and laughter  at this  stage  of  life.

We  werequite  surprised  and disappointed  when  we  received  notification  from  the  borough  that  a fewneighbors  had initiated

a petition  to  establish  an invasive  Lake Management  Plan. Surprised  because  we  had experienced  nothing  but  kindness  and

respectful  interactions  with  all of  our  neighbors  and disappointed  because  a drastic  step  had been  taken  rather  than  the  old-

style  knock-on  yourneighbors'  doorand  discuss  neighborly  concerns.

Our  disappointments  continued  throughout  this  process  for  the  following  reasons:

*  The original  petltion  was done without  communication  with  the entire  neighborhood,  intentionally

excluding neighbors who owned boats/let skis.
@ We were  told  at the  first  meeting  that  at least  60-70%  of  the  property  owners  would  need  to  be in favor  of

aLMPoritwouldnotbe"politicallyworthit"tothePlanningCommitteeorAssembly.  (Reviewtheendofthe

recording  of  the  first  meeting)

*  A large  number  of  individuals  voting  on the  LMP do not  even live on Beverly  Lake but  had voting  rights

because  the  borough  requires  notifications  to  individuals  within  600  feet  of  the  lake.

*  All accusations  of dangers  to  wildlife,  shorelines  and personal  injuries  have  not  been  verified  as truth.

We discovered  that  6 out  of  7 local  property  appraisers  believe  our  property  values  will  decrease  up to 20%, based  on other

Alaskan  lakes that  have  had a similar  LMP.  I ask that  the  borough  takes  this  into  account  while  discussing  the  pros  and cons

of proceeding,  as there  will  be an unfortunate  reduction  in borough  property  taxes  being  received  from  our  neighborhood  if

the  appraised  values  go down.

We ask that all of you take into consideration the location we live -  Wasilla, Alaska...Lond of the Last Fmntier.

Please do not  proceed  with  recommending  the  Beverly  Lake LMP to proceed  to the  Mat-Su  Borough  Assembly.  We have

worked  our  whole  life to retire  in a beautiful  area;  "our  little  piece  of paradise".  We are hopeful  to  continue  to  enjoy  all that

Beverly  lake  has to offer.

Thank  you  foryour  time  and service  to  our  community.

Warm  Regards

Tom  and Elaine
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subjed:

MSB Planning  Commission

Friday, June 3, 2022 12:06  PM

Kelsey Anderson

F\/V: Beverly  Lake Management  Plan

From:  Kathy  Longacre  <klongacre@gmail.com>

Sent:  Friday,  June 3, 2022  11:58  AM

To: MSB Planning  Commission  <MSB.Planrung.Commission@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Beverly  Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or  links.]

Jun 3 2022f

My family  has been on Beverly  Lake since 1964  and have enjoyed
the water  however  we used it. I don't  get  the boat  out  too much in

a summer,  but it is such a pleasure  to share  with  kids and

grandkids  when  they  come  to visit. I also delight  to see others

screaming  in sheer  joy  when  being pulled  on an inflatable  pulled  by
a boat.

I would  like for you to reconsider  Beverly  Lake having  a

management  plan. Residents  seem respectful  of each other.

A ruling set on the books  for a different  type  plan many  years  ago

isn't appropriate  for lake management.  People that  don't  live on the

lake should  not be concerned  or have a say in the management  of

the lake. It may make sense if you are putting  in a gravel  pit and
neighbors  for  some distance  are affected  by noise or dust. Please
disregard  votes  for non Beverly  Lake people.

Thank  you for  your  consideration.
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Kathy  Longacre

4850  W. Beverly  Lake  Rd.
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Carol <til8@protonmail.com>
Wednesday,  April  13, 202211:59  PM

Kelsey Anderson

Beverly Lake Estates Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hi Kelsey,
I likely  had an incorrect  email  address  for  you before  as my email  was  returned  as undeliverable.  I apologize  for  not
getting  this  to you sooner.

Many  of us have  remained  in contact  with each  other  since  the last meeting.  I personally  would  prefer  for  no
motorized  equipment  at all on the  lake, but  feel  that  this  compromise  agreed  to by many  of us should  not  contribute
to the multiple  problems  that  Jet  Skis  cause.
I am in favor  of a 150  foot  no wake  zone,  no personal  watercraft,  and no jet  skis.  Up to 15 HP outboard  motors  is
acceptable.  Also,  there  should  be observed  quiet  times  as many  of us work  and have  children  who  need  to be in
bed. Not  to mention  elders  who  live here  who  would  also  appreciate  calm  times.  This  is worth  bringing  up as we
have long daylight  hours  in the summer  and fall. I believe  I heard  10am  to 8pm.  The  lake could  still be used
obviously,  but  they  should  be quiet.

I will list my concems  for  my decision:

-Noise.  I worked  swing  shift  hours  for  eight  years  until last summer.  Even  wearing  earplugs  I would  be unable  to
sleep  when  jet  skiers  were  out. I am a nurse  and was working  in an infirmary  with  very  ill including  covid  patients.  It
was  a rewarding  but  stressful  job and I would  be exhausted  when  I got  home  and many  times  would  be awakened
early  and there  would  be no sleeping  during  the several  hours  of  jet  ski use. I tried  many  types  of ear  plugs,  but
none would  block  the  loud reverberation  penetrating  my walls.  That  in addition  to needing  to keep  windows  closed
during  hot summer  days  and no air  conditioning.  Window  fans  are so helpful.  There  was  no escaping  the noise  or
heat  anywhere  in my house.  Many  times  I would  return  to work  sleep  deprived.  I don't  know  the decibel  level of
those  large motorized  water  vehicles,  but  the sound  really  carries  on that  lake,  You can hear  conversations  at
norma1 tones  at times  if neighbors  are outside  and you have  a window  open.  I beiieve  a fair  analogy  forthis  would
be a non-lake  neighborhood  having  a car  race  in the street  in front  of  their  house.  Motors  racing  and rewing  couldn't
possibly  be much  different  than  the motor  drone  of jet  skis, and certainly  would  not  be allowed.  A persons  recreation
should  never  take precedence  over  the quality  of life of homeowner  residents  on the lake. Now,  as a shift  worker,  I
couldn't  expect  everyone  to be quiet  while  I needed  to sleep,  but  people  talking,  laughing  and having  fun is easily
tuned  out with  earplugs.  When  awake  this  is a normal  happy  noise.  It's nice to hear  neighbors  and children  enjoying
themselves.

-Wildlife  has most  definitely  been affected  the lastfew  years  of heavy  jet  ski use. I live at the end of the lake where
nesting  of loons,  swans  and ducks  occurs  yearly.  I don't  believe  I saw  a baby  loon  for  long this past  year,  and heard
loud distress  calls  continually  when  they  were  harassed  by skiers.  I understand  during  our  meeting  that  Fish and
Game  volunteered  that  loons  require  60 to 100  acres  to thrive.  So we have  been  extremely  lucky  to have  had these
birds  here on our  40 acre lake  for  at least  the approximately  40 years  that  l have  visited  family  and owned  property
on this lake. I have  lived here  full time  for  the last  20 years,  so I know  of what  I speak.  Swans  have  not always  been
on this lake, but found  the lake a safe  haven  for  a long time  now.  These  migratory  birds  will not nest  when  they  are
terrified.  We  also have  muscrat  and occasionally  river  otter. Of course  these  animals  will also  look  for  new habitat  if
they are feaful.  I have  not seen  either  of those  for  the last  few  years.  They  are  also  residents  of this  lake and are
owed our care  and consideration.

-l don't  have children,  but absolutely  understand  the risk of wakes  swamping  light  watercraft.  My neighbors  have
shared  frightening  examples.  Safety  for  them  should  be our  number  one priority,
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-This is a public  lake as well  as a neighborhood.  When  jet skies  or powerboats  with  water  skiers  are uses,  no one
else gets  to use the lake. It is effectively  usurped  for  the entertainment  of a few  people.  If someone  drives  out  from
another  area  to catch  fish in this  stocked  lake, and may plan to put their  kayak,  canoe,  tube  etc in the lake  they  will
be very  disappointed.  There  is no mutual  use of the lake at this  time  as it is unsafe  for  all other  watercrafi.  When  jet
skiers  are finished  after  several  hours  of use, there  can't  possibly  be a fish to catch  for  several  more  hours.

We have been held hostage  by our  neighbors  and their  visitors  who  do not consider  environmental  impact,  wildlife
stewardship,  or neighbor  comfort.  Their  only  concern  is their  recreation.  We cannot,  and should  not have  to escape
our own houses  to get  some  peace.  They  can load their  recreational  vehicles  onto  their  trailers  and travel  a short
distance  for  much  larger  and more  appropriate  venues.
There  is also  the difficulty  to prove  and enforce,  use of alcohol  with those  who  drive  their  watercraft  during
parties/get  togethers  in their  "backyards".  Often,  they  come  to the lake  to party  on the  weekends  and have  loud
events.  Many  of these  jet  skiers  do not actually  live on the lake. There  are seasonal  and weekend  cabins  and  jet  ski
users  will leave  to go back  home  after  their  recreation  event  with no concems  about  their  impact.
We also have  one family  who  actually  live on Kalmbach  lake next  to us. I understand  they  own a house  on this  lake
where  they  may have  lived prior,  and their  children  and friends  use that  property  to access  a lake. Kalmbach
residents  have  an agreement  for  no motorized  craft  at all on their  lake, with a much  larger  lake and much  smaller
population.  It is unacceptable  that  they  feel  that  a small  lake mostly  full with residences  is a more  appropriate  place
to play. I remember  being  similarly  annoyed  with  the sound  carying  over  from  that  lake before  they  had that
agreement.  This  is much  worse.

Bottom line is that  this  lake should  be available  for  recreational  use for  all residents  and the public  that  wishes  to use
it...  100%  of the time.  When  the  jet skis are on it - one one else can safely  use  it. Anyone  using  the lake should  be
mindful  of wildlife  and  safety  and consideration  for  those  families  who  actually  live here. It wasn't  that  hard  to do until
recently.  I vote  NO jet  skis  or similar  watercraft  at all and will compromise  with  my opening  statement  opinion.  No
further.

I feel like most  of us who  are for  a lake  management  plan and who have  spent  much  time  and energy  getting  this
effort  off  the ground,  are in agreement  with  this  mentioned  proposal.  Possibly,  if we start  off  our  next  meeting  with
this proposal  instead  of trying  to force  further  compromise,  we may be able  to have  a much  shorter  meeting.

Thanks  so much  for  taking  on this  contentious  project!  We do appreciate  your  meeting  management  skills  and can
see that  you do want  to help us with a resolution.  Will you please  let me know  that  this was  received?

Carol  Tillett
Lot #1 1 Beverly  Lake  Estates,  Add #1
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

'i

Carol <til8@protonmail.com>
Wednesday,  April  27, 2022 7:59 PM

Kelsey Anderson

Brittany  Elvsaas

Beverly lake management  plan

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Kelsey,

I want  you  to know  that  most  of  us do acknowledge  and appreciate  your  efforts  at trying  to pull  this  together.  It

has been so contentious  and  emotional,  for  all  of  us. I think  that  you  were  hoping  to accomplish  at this  last

meeting  was  to find  wiggle  room  to negotiate.  And  there's  just  not  that  space  with  either  side.

I have concems  with  this  rank  choice  voting  it  just  doesn't  seem appropriate  with  this  type  of  topic,  I can

understand  it  with  people/politicians  but  i'm  not  finding  it  helpful  for  this.  There's  only  one option  for  no  jet

skis which  is what  the majority  of  us want,  and  there's  two  options  that  allow  JetSkiers  to dominate.,.  and no

wake?  Really?  I would  rather  see No  lake  plan  than  plan  D.

We might  have  been  able  to get something  accomplished  with  your  easel.  It  looked  like  what  you  were  tg  to

do was to come  up widi  a blended  alternate  plan  if  possible.  That  negotiation  should've  only  been  with  one  vote

per  parcel.  And  that's  not  what  was happening.  The  room  should've  only  been  voters  because  the JetSkiers

brought  family  and friends.  SeveraI  I knew  don't  even  live  on the lake,  and had  hands  up which  were  counted.

It  was really  getting  disheartening.

I know  at this  point  thankfully  we're  pretty  much  done  except  for  the  voting.  But  I wanted  to let  you  know  I

think  the process  as to how  we will  vote  is confusing.  I'm  not  going  to do a 1,2,3.  I can't.  Isee  no compromise.

I heard  people  ask if  they  have  to rank  vote.  And  the answer  is of  course...  no.

Ihave  included  Brittany  when  sending  this  so that  she can forward  this  email  to you  as I've  already  tried  and

this one has failed  like  my  earlier  emails.  You  can send one to me but  I can't  send one to you.  The  borough  is

rejecting  my  mail  likely  because  it's  a protonmail  account,  Protonmail  got  to back  to my  query  and  they  said  it's

on the boroughs  end.  I've  had  this  address  for  several  years  and  I've  never  had  it  rejected.  And  that  includes  all

kinds  of  communications  with  the state of  Alaska.

Thanks  Kelsey!

Carol  Tillett
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Appraiser  Comments  Re: Values  of  Property  on Motorized  Lake  vs. Non-Motorized  Lake

Re: Beverly  Lake Property  Values  Being  Affected  by LMP

Valerie  Kudryn:  Enterprise  Appraisal

A lake that  is motorized  is in higher  demand.  It's  a hard  question  to say exactly  what  value  would  begiven  as an adjustment  for  motorized  vs a non-motorized  lake property.  That  would  have  to bedetermined  per  property.

Casey Dunagan:  Affiliated  Appraisers  of  Alaska

It's  definitely  a plus.  it's  a good  thing  to  live on a motorized  lake when  you  go to sell.

Eric Kennard:  Apex  Appraisal

Cannot  put  an exact  value  on it, each home  is different, but it does add value to the home to be on amotorized  lake.

Michael  Strong:  Strong  Appraisals

It's  a huge  selling  point  to live on a motorized  lake. To have a gated community and a motorized lake ishuge  for  a Seller,  He cannot  put  an exact  value  or percentage because it would be different dependingon the  house

Brad Higenbotham:  Appraisal  Co of Alaska

All based  on the  situation

Karen  Erickson:  Erickson  Appraisal

I definitely  give added  value  to  a lake  that  is motorized  over  one  that  is not.  The value is different ateach lake

Charity  Massie:  Summit  Appraisal

There  is no across  the  board  adjustment  for  that, but yes, the non-motorized lakes generally sell lower
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

f"z

Kelsey  Anderson

Monday,  April  25, 2022  4:54 PM

'Terry'

RE: BEVERLY LAKE DRAFT PLAN AND  MEETING  REMINDER

Hey  Tetry,

I've  copy  and  pasted  your  questions  here  and  answered  in  red.

1.  If  a plan  is approved  and  implemented  how  will  it  be enforced.  .

2.  We'd  like  tlie  names  of  the  enforcers.

4.

5.

Tliesteeioheclulefor.the  M:!'3pn  be found  here:

naaskaSusitnaBoroueliOl45.litml#l.45.lOO

Also  if  tliey  don't  have  legal  precedent,  how  can  levy  fines.  fFthe  LMP  is adopted  by  the.Boreujh'

4sserpbly and codified, tlie MSB lias tlie legal autliority to enforce Borough code.

Doestheboroughhave,plans-toclearandmaintainpublicutilities.access?  QSBdoesnotown.tl;i €

6. Who  holds  the fiduciary  and liability  responsibility  for  mishaps  that  occur  in these access ways  

p

access,points.  Tlie  ADNR  Public  InforinaFoxi  Center  can  be reaclied  at 907  269-84QO
k

I hope  that  helps  clarify  how  we implement  Lake Management  Plans.  If you  have  other  questions,  feel  free  to call

tomorrow  907-861-8525.  Hope  to see you  at the  meeting  tomorrow  evening!  Also,  you  can find  updated  documents  and

other  information  on this website:  https://beverlylakelmp.matsugov.us/

t[  72-13'j
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Best,

Kelsey

From:  Terry  <dickeymt@mtaonline.net>

Sent: Monday,  April  25, 2022  12:11  PM

To: Kelsey Anderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Re: BEVERLY LAKE DRAFT PLAN AND MEETING  REMINDER

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Kelsey,

We  have  some  questions  conceming  the  potential  lake  management  plan  for  Beverly  Lake.  If  a plan  is approved

and implemented  how  will  it  be enforced.  We'd  like  the  names  of  the  enforcers.  We'd  also  like  to  know  the

process  for  enforcement,  fee's  schedule.  Also  if  they  don't  have  legal  precedent,  how  can  levy  fines.  Does  the

borough  have  plans  to  clear  and  maintain  public  utilities  access? Who  holds  the  fiduciary  and  liability

responsibility  for  mishaps  that  occur  in  these  access  ways.  Thanks,  Terry  Dickey

Sent from  my  iPhone

On Apr  22, 2022, at 3:15 PM, Kelsey Anderson <Kelsey.Anderson@,matsugov.us>  wrote:

Dear  Interested  Party,

As we approach  the  third  and final  public  meeting  for  the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan, I

wanted  to let all interested  parties  know  that  I have updated  the  Beverly  Lake project  website  with  a

draft  plan (also attached  to  this  email),  the  updated  Planning  Department  Policy,  a parcel  map,  and

some  draft  regulation  options  that  we will  be working  through  at the  meetinp,.  I recommend  all Beverly

Lake residents  look  over  these  materials  before  our  meeting  on Tuesday,  April  26, 2022  at  the  Wasilla

Public  Library  from  4-7pm.  I will  also have  copies  available  at the  meetinz.  We  will  be verifyin@

property  owners  for  the  vote  to  move  the  plan  forward,  so please  bring  an ID or  proof  of  property

ownership!

For property  owners  who  cannot  make  it to the  meeting,  we will  be mailing  ballots  on Wednesday,  April

27 to everyone  who  was not  in attendance,  and you  will  have until  May  6 to review  the  meeting

recording  and draft  document  and cast  your  vote.

Here is the link to the Beverly Lake project site: https://beverlylakelmp.matsuzov.us/

Here is the  Microsoft  Teams  information  for  the  meeting  on Tuesday:

Click g3to  join via Microsoft Teams

OR

Call in option:  907-290-7880

Conference  ID: 776  739 786
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lf  you  have  any  questions  regarding  the  material  or  the upcoming  meeting,  please  contact  me at
kelsey.anderson@matsu@ov.us  or 907-861-8525.

Thank  you  all for  your  interest  and participation  in this  planning  effort!

Thank  you,

Kelsey  Anderson

Planner  II, MSB

907-861-8525
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Kelsey  Anderson

Monday,  April  25, 202211:11  AM

'Joan  Covington'

Nicki  Pendleton;  Steven  Joseph Pendleton

RE: BEVERLY LAKE DRAFT PLAN AND MEETING REMINDER

Hello,

Thank  you  for  your  interest  in the  Beverly  Lake, Lake Management  Plan processl

The regulation  options  included  in the  draft  plan are meant  to guide  the  conversation  about  what  residents  want  to see

in their  Lake Management  Plan. The actual  vote  will  be whether  or  not  they  wish  to move  the  draft  plan  to  the  Planning

Commission  and Assembly  with  the  idea  that  we are going  to work  through  the regulation  options  and  come  to a

consensus  for  what  should  be included  in the  draft  plan.  The regulations  presented  are based  on feedback  from  the

previous  two  public  meetings,  and the  MSB's  standard  for  lake regulations  based  on the  size of  the  lake,  I will  also be

adding  two  more  options  to  go over  at the  meeting  as some  community  members  had a meeting  yesterday  and sent  me

some more  ideasl  This  is a difficult  process  and my  team  and I are doing  our  very  best  to make  sure  every  voice  is heard

and represented.

While  the  meeting  on Tuesday  evening  is open  to the  public,  only  property  owners  within  600  feet  of  the  Beverly  Lake

shoreline  have the  ability  to  vote.  I do recall  a Nicki  or  Steven  Pendleton  as property  owners  within  that  buffer.  If you

would  like to provide  their  address  I can double  check  on that.

Feel free  to give me a call if  you'd  like to discuss  this  further.  I will  be in a meeting  from  12:00  to 2:30  today,  but  free

before  and after.  907-861-8525j.

Best,

Kelsey

--Original  Message  -

From:  loan  Covington  <j.covington@me.com>

Sent: Sunday,  April  24, 2022  8:08  AM

To: Kelsey  Anderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

Cc: Nicki Pendleton  <cadetofspades@gmail.com>;  Steven  Joseph  Pendleton  <steven.j.pendleton@gmail.com>

Subject:  Re: BEVERLY LAKE DRAFT PLAN AND MEETING REMINDER

[EXTERNAL EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.}

Hello Ms Anderson:

Do I correctly  understand  that  the  stakeholders  on Beverly  Lake will  be asked  to  vote  on oniy  one  of  three  options,  and

that  a decision  will  be made  based  on whichever  of  those  three  options  gets  the  most  votes?  That  there  is no possibility

of a runoff,  in case only  a plurality  gets  the  most  votes?

That is certainly  what  it looks  like from  the  summary  you  recently  sent.
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Ifthis  is the  case, those  in favor  of  a LMP will  certainly  lose out  to those  against,  even  though  the  majority  of residents
(54% of those  returning  responses)  were  in favor.  The votes  ofthose  in favor  will  be split  between  two  very  similar  plans
(A and C).

To me this  sounds  like  the  minority  is already  set up to "win"  with  option  B. I hope  I am wrong.

Please reply-all  with  clarification:  the  persons  cc'd  are those  for  whom  I hold  this  land in trust and on whose behalfl  act,
under  their  instruction.

Kind regards,

loan  Covington
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject

Hi alga,

Kelsey Anderson

Monday,  April  25, 2022 3:10 PM

'alga  Losik'

RE: Beverly  Lake proposals

Thank  you for  the  voicemail  @ I actually  had to change  the "50 feet  from  bird nesting"  to  a 50 feet  no wake  zone.  The

reason far  thiS change  iS that  the  borough  doesn't  haVe the  legal authority  tO monitor  bird  habitat,  SO the  corresponding

rule that would  be included  in a Lake Management  Plan (if  you  have one)  would  be a no wake  zone.  Below  is the  slide I

made  for  the  meeting  tomorrow  to get  your  community  talking  about  regulations.  Your  options  E and F were  very

similar,  so I combined  them.  I think  they  are both  great  options  and will  be really  helpful  in the  conversation,  so thank

you and your  neighbors  for  meeting  this  weekend  to  get me those!l  I know  compromise  does  not  come  easy, and

usually  leaves  everyone  with  a feeling  of  loss in one way  or another,  but  if your  community  can come  together  and agree

on some  usage rules,  I really  believe  you  can avoid  a lot  of  conflict  in the  future  by having  some  clearly  defined

guidelines.

Since your  option  D is essentially  "no  lake management  plan"  I did not  include  it into  the  slide  for  comparing  options  and

generating  compromise  because  we are really  trying  to focus  this  meeting  on finding  a compromise,  Based  on the

feedback  I've received  from  many  of  your  neighbors,  I am preparing  for  folks  to be ready  to make  a decision  at the

meeting  about  moving  a plan forward  or not.  When  we are talking  about  the  voting  process,  I will  be sure  to mention

that  I received  feedback  that  folks  would  like  to make  a decision  at the  end of  the  summer.  In all honesty,  the  timeline

for  this  project  is constrained  by the  Planning  Commission  and Assembly  calendars,  and with  Memorial  Day and 4'h of

July holidays  this  summer,  the  earliest  that  a plan  could  be voted  on by the  Assembly  is July 19,  and that  is if Ican

produce  all the necessary  documents  in a seriously  speedy  manner.  Because  of  that,  I think  it is in everyone's  best

interest  to plan  voting  tomorrow  evening,  unless  you  all want  to carry  this  project  out  for  another  6-8 months.

I'll be in the  office  for  another  hour  or  so today  if  you'd  like to call and chat  more  about  how  I combined  your  options.  I

want  to make  sure that  you  feel  like I am properly  representing  your  efforts!

Have a great  afternoon,

Kelsey
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From:  alga Losik  <olgalosik@yahoo.com>

Sent:  Monday,  April  25,  2022  12:38  PM

To: Kelsey  Anderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Re: Beverly  Lake proposals

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hi Kelsey

It's me again

Ileft  you  a voicemail  also  but  if  you  can please  change  words  from  staying away SO feet from loon nestin@  to bird nesting
please

Thank  you

alga

Sent  from  my iPhone

On Apr  25, 2022,  at 11:40  AM,  alga  Losik  <olzalosik@yahoo.com>  wrote:

Hi

Thank  you

Yes I think  most  of  them  should  be there  tomorrow

Thank  you
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Sent from  my iPhone

On Apr 25, 2022, at 9:51 AM, Kelsey Anderson <Kelsey.Anderson@)matsu@ov.us>  wrote:

Hi alga,

Thank  you very  much  for  getting  this  to me! I am going  to upload  it to the  website  today

and we will  discuss  it tomorrow.  I hope  everyone  who  was at your  meeting  yesterday

will  be at the  meeting  tomorrow  night  at the  Library!

Best,

Kelsey

From: alga Losik  <olgalosik@yahoo.com>

Sent:  Sunday,  April  24, 2022  7:56  PM

To: Kelsey Anderson <Kelsey.Anderson(a)matsu@ov.us>
Subject:  Re: Beverly  Lake proposals

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpeded  attachments  or links.]

Hello  Kelsey,  this  is alga  Losik

We had gotten  together  today  with  several  neighbours  and wrote  up several  options.  All

of  us don't  want  any kind  of  lake management  on Beverly  Lake and haven't  seen anyone

abuse  the  lake or cause  any disturbance,  but  we  wrote  several  options  that  you  can

includetotheproposedplansthatwecantalkaboutitonTuesday.  Mostofthepeople

that  I met  at the meeting  today  have been  on the  lake for  many  years,  one lady,  Kathy

longacre  grew  up on the  lake in 1960s,  several  other  ladies  been  living  on the  lake for

over  40 years  and we all do not  want  to have  our  rights  taken  away  so we  can enjoy  the

lake. There  were  many  false  statements  about  birds  and wildlife  that  was  said by

people  that  the  birds  are gone  now,  people  that  been  on the  lake the  longest  can testify

on that  on the  meeting.  Another  point  we talked  about  and we  will  try  to  find  some

backup  recourses  that  it's  harder  to sell your  house  on the  restricted  lake and it

decreases  property  values.  We  will  have a realtors  and appraisals  give  us more  definite

answer  on that.

Here  are proposed  options,  please  include  them.  Option  E and F pretty  much  the  same

except  instead  of  doing  weekends  and weekdays,  other  option  is to do odd  or even

days  which  might  be a good  option.  Another  point  we want  to make, is that  people

who  are not  using  motorised  boats  can do whatever  they  want  on the  lake all 7 days  a

week,  they  would  just  have  to be little  bit more  cautious  on other  few  days  but  we are

not  taking  anything  away  from  them,  it's  not  like they  can't  enjoy  a lake every  day. Here

are the  options:

Thank  you

Option  D

3



We propose  to  not  consider  any lake management  plan until  the  end  of  the  summer  of

2022.  This  gives  us the  opportunity  to demonstrate  neighborly  respect  and

consideration  without  causing  permanent  regulations  on Beverly  Lake.

Implementing  lake management  will  possibly  reduce  property  values  on restricted  lake.

OPTION E

-Quiet  hours  10  pm to 7 am Sunday  through  Thursday  night  and 11  pm to 7 am Friday

and Saturday.

-Winter  vehicles  are allowed

-All people  must  stay  away  50 feet  away  from  loon nesting  area.

-Kayaks,  canoes,  paddle  boards,  floating  docks,  electric  boats,  swimming  are all allowed

on the  lake 7 days a week.

-Personal  watercrafts,  boats  with  no limits  on horsepower  are allowed  on the  lake

Wednesday  through  Saturday  and on Memorial  Day, 4th  ofJuly  and Labor  Day.

Option  F

-Quiet  hours  10  pm to 7 am Sunday  through  Thursday  night  and 11  pm to 7 am Friday

and Saturday.

-Winter  vehicles  are allowed

-All people  must  stay  away  50 feet  away  from  loon  nesting  area.

-Kayaks,  canoes,  paddle  boards,  floating  docks,  electric  boats,  swimming  allowed  on the

lake 7 days a week.

-Personal  watercrafts,  boats  with  no limits  on horsepower  are allowed  on the  lake on

even days of  the  month  (2,4,5,8,  10  etc.)  and on Memorial  Day, 4th  of  July and Labor

Day

alga

Sent  from  my iPhone

On Apr  4, 2022,  at 1:37  PM, Kelsey  Anderson

<Kelsey.Anderson@matsu@ov.us>  wrote:

Hello  Beverly  Lake resident,

I am reaching  out  to let  you  know  that  we have scheduled  another

meeting  to talk  about  a Lake Management  Plan for  your  community.

The meeting  will  be held  at  the  Wasilla  Public  Library  on  Tuesday,  April
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26, 2022  from  4pm-7pm.  At  this  time,  I am not  planning  on having  a

virtual  component  to this  meeting,  as it is extremely  important  to have

everyone  there  in person,  working  together.  However,  if April  26'h will

not  work  for  you,  please  respond  to this  email  and let  me know.

I have updated  the  Beverly  Lake Website  with  recordings  of  the

previous  two  public  meetings,  and the  information  for  our  upcoming

meeting.  I am working  to  get a document  together  that  summarizes  the

concerns,  issues,  and interests  that  you  all talked  through  in the

meetings.  When  that  is finalized,  I will  share  that  on the  website  as welli

What  to  expect  at  the  next  meeting:  I will  be developing  some  options

for  your  lake management  plan based  on the  discussions  from  the

previous  two  meetings.  Together,  we will  go over  these  options  and

work  together  to find  common  ground  and consensus  regarding  lake

regulations.  At  the  end of  the meeting,  we will  vote  on how  to proceed

(for  or  against  a lake management  plan).  If there  is a majority  in favor  of

a plan,  I will  move  forward  to finalize  draft  legislation  that  would  then

go through  the  Planning  Commission  and ultimately  the  MSB Assembly

for  adoption  into  Borough  Code.  Please come  with  ideas,  a teamwork

attitude,  and be ready  to work!

If you have  any  questions,  please  email  me at

Kelsey.anderson(a)matsu.zov. I am looking forward to working with you
all again  soonl

Best,

Kelsey  Anderson
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent

To:

Subject

/'i

Daniel Drape <danielddrape@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 17, 2022 9:30 PM

Kelsey Anderson

Beverly lake management  plan.

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

I live  on the lake,  recent  years,  with  the growth

Has brought  increases

In lake  usage.

Beverly  lake  is to small

For  jet  skies,  the smallest  horsepower  I

Know  of  is 60 horsepower.  These  machines  are designed

For  fast  riding  which

Causes noise  for  extended  periods  of  time.  Group  riders  are

A disaster  here  on

Beverly  lake.

Our  swans  have  simply

Left  due to the  jetski  activity.

Beverly  lake  is to small

For  this  kind  of  usage

Also  a no wake  rule,

(Signage  ) is useless.

Noairplanes  doing

Touch  and goes should  be pemiitted,  as well  as no air  flight  business  should  be allowed.

Outboard  engine  users  become  a form  of  noise,  wakes  and generally  just  to big  for  the lake,  so a limited

Horsepower  10 hp.

Summer  of  2021 we  no longer  had  the Loons.

Winter  use of  snowmobiles  is ok

Fire  works  needs  to be banned  none  allowed  all  year.The  lake  has

Residual  by  products

from  ttffls, paper  and  plastic,  along  with  the

Fact ADF  &  G stocks  this  lake.  The  lake  needs  to be kept  clean.

Thank  for  reading  this.

Daniel  Drape
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

('a'

daniel  drape  <hewittlk@mtaonline.net>

Tuesday,  March  29, 2022  10:42  AM

Kelsey  Anderson

Fwd: BEVERLY LAKE MANAGEMENT  PLAN

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not open unexpected  attachments  or links.]

HELLO,  THIS  IS DANIEL  DRAJ'E,  I HAVE  UP(JRADED  MY  COMMENTS  FOR  THE  LAKE

MANAGEMENT  PLAN,  PLEASE  ADD  TO THE  RECORDS.

THANK  YOU

DANIEL  DRAPE

BEVERLEY  LAKE  LOT  10

From:  daniel  drape  <hewittlk@mtaonline.net>
Subject:  BEVERLY  LAKE  MANAGEMENT  PLAN

Date:  March  25, 2022  at 315:56  PM AKDT

BEVERLY  LAKE  MANAGENT  PLAN

MARCH

I HAVE  LIVED  ON BEVERLY  LAKE  FOR  25 YEARS  , RECENT  YEARS  WITH  THE

GROWTH  HAS  BROUGHT  INCREASES  WITH  LAKE  USAGE,  BEVERLY  LAKE  IS TO

SMALL  FOR  JET SKIS,  PERSONAL

WATER  CRAFT,  AND  LARGE  HORSE  POWER  BOATS  .

THE  BIRD  LIFE  HERE  BEEN  REDUCED  BECAUSE  OF IT,  I ONLY  SAW  THE  LOONS  IN

THE  SPRING  DURING  ICE  OUT,  THAN  NEVER  AGAIN  ALL  SUMMER,  THE  SWANS

DO NOT  COME  rNTO  THE  LAKE

AND  ST  AY  ANYMORE,  JET SKI  ACTIVITY  HAS  RUN  THEM  OFF,  AS WELL  AS THE

LOONS  .

THE  LAKE  IS JUST  TO SMALL  TO ACCOMMODATE  THIS  KINI)  OF ACTIVITY,

NUMEROUS  AREAS  ARE SUFFERING  FROM  EROSION  AS WELL  AS POLLUTION  :

FIRE  CRACKER  DISCHARGES  OVER  THE  LAKE

LF,AVES  THE  SNOW  WITH  A GREY  COLOR  AS WELL  AS PLASTIC  CONT  AINERS

FROM  THE  FIRE  CRACKERS.  FIREWORKS  SHOULD  BE BANNED.

DEPT  OF FISH  AND  GAME  STOCKS  THIS  LAKE  SO IT WOULD  BE BETTER  NOT  TO
DISCHARGE  OVER  , ON THE  LAKE.

IT MUST  BE POINTED  OUT  THAT  GEOGRAPHYLY  BEVERLY  LAKE  IS LOWER  THAN  BEVERLY

LAKE  RD. AND  IS SEPARATED  BY  A HIGH  RIDGE  FROM  KALMBACH  LAKE  , THIS  MAKES  FOR

HIGHER  AND

LOUDER  NOISE  LEVELS.

1
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THE  NEWER  HOME  OWNER,  USERS  OF BEVERLY  LAKE  WITH  JET SKIS  OR

PERSONAL  CRAFT  , LARGE  BOATS  FEEL  THEY  SHOULD  BE  ABLE  TO USE  THE

LAKE  FOR  WHAT  EVER  THEY  WANT  . THIS  JUST  DOES  NOT  WORK  FOR  THIS  LAKE

THESE  NEWER  HOME  OWNERS  SHOULD  BE AWARE  THAT  THEY  HAVE  OPTIONS,

FOR  THE  JET  SKIS,AND  PERSONAL  WATER  CRAFT.  THEY  CAN  TRAILER  THEM  TO
DESHKA  LANDING  BEHIND  WILLOW

AND  HAVE  ACCESS  TO HUNDREDS  OF MILES  ON THE  SUSITNA  RIVER  . THEY

CAN  PURCHASE  DAY  PARKING  OR SEASONAL  PASS,  LEAVE  THEIR  MACHINES  ON

TRAILER  IN  THE  PARKING  AREA  , ALSO

THERE  FUEL  THERE  AND  FACILITIES.  PLENTY  OF ROOM  THERE.

ALSO  THEY  CAN  TRAILER  THEM  TO BIG  LAKE  AS WELL  AS THE  KNIK  RIVER
AREAS.

A 5 HP OUTBOARD  IS REALLY  ALL  THAT  IS NEEDED  TO BOAT  AROUND  ON THE

LAKE  FOR  FISHING,  PEOPLE  STILL  CAN  CANOE,  PADDLES  BOAT  OR INNER  TUBE  .

MY  OBSERV  ATION  OF THE  JET SKI  ,PERSONAL  WATER  CRAFT  USERS  IS THAT  NO

ONE  ELSE  CAN  USE  THE  LAKE  , THE  WATER  IS SO RILED  UP, WAVES  CROSSING

OTHER  WAVES,  MACHINES

DODGING  OTHER  MACHINES,  AND  RUNNmG  TILL  THEY  ARE  OUT  OF FUEL  ,RE

FUEL  AND  START  ALL  OVER  AGAIN.

THIS  IS A RE(JULAR  OBSERV  ATION.

HAVEnSJG  SOME  TYPE  OF BOROUGH  CODE  ENFORCEMENT  IS LIKEY  TO BE

OFFERED  BUT  WILL  DO NO  GOOD,  REASON  BEING  THE  ACESS  TO THE  BACK  SIDE

OF BEVERLY  LAKE  FROM  KALINBOCK  RD.

HAS  A SECURITY  GATE  ON IT , LOCKED  . ANY  ENFORCEMENT  CANNOT  GET

THRU  IT, SO WHAT  GOOD  CAN  ENFORCMENT  DO .

THANK  YOU

DANIEL  DRAPE
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

daniel  drape  <hewittlk@mtaonline.net>

Wednesday,  April  13, 2022  9:03 PM

Kelsey  Anderson

BEVERIEY  LAKE MANAGEMENT  PLAN

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

HELLO , THIS IS DANIEL  DRAPE,  LOT 10  0N  BEVERLY LAKE.

PLEASE BE AWAREI  AM IN FAVOR OF A 150  FT. NO WAKE  ZONE,  AND  NO PERSONAL  WATER  CRAFT,  NO JET

SKIES, AND  UP TO 15  HORSE POWER  OUTBOARD  MOTORS  ARE

ACCEPT  ABIE  .

THANK  YOU

DANIEL  DRAPE LOT 10  BEVERLY LAKE.
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Kelsey Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Follow  Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Brittany Elvsaas <907suzukigirl@gmail.com>
Friday, April 15, 2022 2:01 PM

Kelsey Anderson

Beverly Lake Management  Plan

Follow up

Flagged

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open unexpected  attacl'iments  or links.]

Kelsey,

Here  is what  a group  of  us had  come  up with  as a Lake  Management  Plan  for  consideration  or

discussion  at the  April  26th meeting,lam  hoping  you  can add  this  to your  drafts  as a voting

option,  When  we  talked  on the  phone  yesterdayIhad  forgotten  to tell  you  about  the  quiet

hours.  You  will  see below  what  we  had come  up with,  Thank  you,

Brittany  Elvsaas

(907)  715-9747

No personal  watercraft  0et  skis)

15hp  or  less

No wake  150ft  from  the  shoreline

Quiethours  iOpiu  tlim  Qnn-Sat

The issues  that  have  been  identified  include:

*  Protectionofthequiet,residentialcharacterofthelakeMaintainingthegeneralpeacefulness

(lack  of  noise)  of  the  lake

*  Protectionofthewildlifeandwildlifehabitat

*  The  ability  of  Beverly  Lake  to remain  a migratory  bird  nesting  site  (for  birds  such  as loons)

should  be preserved.  Recreational  use  of  the  lake  should  be compatible  with  wildHfe  nesting,

*  Provide  a safe  place  for  swimmers  and

1
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* Erosion  caused by wakes from personal  watercraft  (jet  skis) and boats with  higher  horsepower
than 15 hp and

* The use of  smaller  motors  will  reduce the number  of conflicts  between  users and

* Surfaceusesthatcreateloudnoise,disturbingwildlife,orcreatingwakesandsafetyissuesare
the primary  concerns

The lake management  plan provides  management  guidelines  for:

*  TheprotectionoftheresidentialqualityoflifeonBeverlyLakeand
*  The continued  quiet  recreational  enjoyment  of Beverly  Lake and
*  The protection  and enhancement  of fish and wildlife  and

The protection  of  public  health,  safety,  and  welfare

Personal  Watercraft  Ban  It  is recommended  that  personal  watercraft  (a.k.a  jet  skis)  be

banned  from  Beverly  Lake.  Use of  personal  watercraft  is incompatible  with  the  quiet

recreational  and  residential  uses of  the  lake,  Furthermore,  they  pose  a safety  hazard  for

swimmers,  boaters,  and  aircraft.  Their  wakes  contribute  to shoreline  erosion  and  disturbing

nesting  birds.

Fifteen  Horsepower  Limit  it  is recommended  that  boat  motors  be limited  to 15  horsepower.

The use of  high-powered  boats  is incompatible  with  the  expanding  use of  the  lake  for  quiet

recreational  and  residential  uses. High-powered  boats  pose  a safety  hazard  for  swimmers,

other  boaters,  and  aircraft.  Their  large  wakes  contribute  to shoreline  erosion  and  disturb

nesting  birds,

Quiet  Hours  To maintain  the  existing  quiet  nature,  residential  quality  and  low  impact  use of

the lake,  quiet  hours  are  established  between  the  hours  of  10pm  and  8am  Sunday  through

Saturday

2
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Follow  Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Craig O <craiginalaska@gmail.corn>
Tuesday, March 8, 20221:24  PM

Kelsey Anderson

Beverly Lake, take  Management  Plan

Follow  up

Completed

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Ms.  Anderson,

My  name  is Craig  Odom,  my  wife  Mary  Ann  Odom  and I reside  at 5080  West  Beverly  Lake  Road,  Wasillsa,

Alaska,  99623  as full  time  residents.

I would  like  to express  to the Borough  planning  department  my  support  for  an agressive  lake  management  plan..

Iwould  also like  to state  my  total  opposition  to personal  watercraft  (jet  skies)  or any  boats  with  motors  larger

than 7 HP. I strongly  support  a No  Wake  Zone:  150  feet  from  shore.

I've  noticed  a dramatic  decline  in  the number  of  nesting  Swans  and  Loons  on the lake  over  the  last  two  years.  I

have witnessed  and videoed  Jet Skies  on  the lake  making  waves  crashing  the shore  line  causing  erosion  and

deteriorating  the bank.

Please use t's  as my  voice  as I will  not  be able  to attend  the meetings  as I have  another  commitment.

V/r

Craig  D. Odom

907-322-6677
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Craig 0 <craiginalaska@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 31, 2022 7:46 AM

Kelsey Anderson

Beverly Lake, Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Ms. Anderson,

I'm  back  from  my  vacation  firom  the lower  48 now. I spoke  with  a couple  of  my  neighbors  and I was  told  the

videos  and letterIsent  to you  were  not  shared  at the meeting.  I was very  disappointed  to learn  this.  I sent  you

my letter  and the videos  to be used as my  voice  stating  my  position  to start  the process  to implement  a Lake

Management  Plan.

Idon't  need to rewrite  my  letter  to you  or resend  the videos  since  you  replied  that  you  have  them.  The  video  is

from  one Jet Ski.  Think  of  the erosion  and damage  to the shore  line  when  there  are additional  Jet Skies  on the

lake at the same  time.

The overall  majority  of  the residents  living  on Beverly  Lake,  do not  want  Jet Skies.

I will  not  be able  to attend  the next  meeting  in person.  I understand  you  will  have  a ZOOM  meeting  on April

18th.  What  is the actual  media  you  will  use soIcan  make  sure my  son has it available  to me.

V/r

Craig  Odom

1
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To Whom  It May  Concern,

My  husband  and Ilive  across  the  street  from  Beverly  Lake at 5242  W. Bryce  Cir. My  daughter  and  her

family  live on the  lake at 5035  W. Bryce  Cir.

We are the  grandparents  and great-grandparents  to our  familythat  has enjoyed  many  years  of  being  on

a motorized  lake.  We  find  great  enjoyment  sitting  out  in the  yard  on nice  days watching  our  family  have

fun  pulling  tubes  and playing  on the  lake.

Ithink  that  the  people  that  actually  live  and play  on this  lake should  be the  ones  to vote  on this  not

anyone  else but  sincel  had the  opportunity  to  vote  Iwant  to  vote  NO to  the  lake management  plan.

My  husband  and I are both  almost  79 years  old.  From our  house  we  don't  hear  any noise  from  the  lake

and when  at my  daughter's  house  we  always  enjoy  seeing  the  ducks,  swans  and  hearing  the  loons.  The

motorized  activity  we  see on the  lake is not  offensive  to us at all. It is just  families  having  a good  time

together.  It is rare  for  families  to  spend  time  together  in this  day and age with  kids going  one  way  and

doing  their  own  thing.  Being  able  to play  on the  lake is great  for  families  to  bond  and make  memories

that  will  last  a lifetime.

Why  anyone  would  have  a problem  with  this  I am not  sure.  We do not  want  this  taken  away  from  our

family.  Even though  we  are  not  on  the  lake  we did read  the  CCR's before  we  moved  in. It was perfectly

clear  to us that  this  lake was approved  for  motorized  activities.  It is puzzling  why  anyone  would  buy  on a

motorized  lake  and then  complain  that  it is motorized.  It seems  to me that  if  they  don't  like  the  rules

maybe  they  need  to move  to  a lake  that  better  suits  them,  This is a no-brainer.  Trying  to  change  the

rules  for  everyone  else because  they  are unhappy  is devastating  for  the  families  that  purchased  land  and

built  their  homes  here  so that  they  could  have  fun  times  on the  lake with  their  family.

Please count  us in for  NOT wanting  a lake management  program.  We  feel  very  strongly  about  this.

Sincerely,

David  and Judy  Hoffenkamp

5242  W Bryce  Cir

907-301-2644



Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

ijr@gci.net
Thursday,  April  14, 2022  12:37  PM

Kelsey  Anderson

Beverley  Lake

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hi Kelsey

I am Johnny  Rusch  along  with  my  wife  Judy.  We  own  a home  on Beverly  Lake  that  fronts  the  lake.

As you know  there  is a petition  to modify  the  lake  management.  Both  my  wife  and I are  in favor  of  the

proposed  management  as follows:

a.1 50' no wake  from  the  shoreline

b. restriction  on motors  to a maximum  of 15 HP or less

c. NO jet  skis  or powerful  ski boats

We  purchased  our  place  in 2014  and  have  watched  it become  a free  for  all with  jet  skis  and  power

boats  that  have  damaged  our  shoreline,  neighborhood  docks  and caused  the  loons  and  swans  to

relocate  to other  lakes  in the  area.

Thank  you  very  much  for  your  efforts  in this  matter.

Regards

Johnny  & Judy  Rusch

5020  Beverly  Lake  Rd

Wasilla  AK

907 350-4050
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To Whom  It May  Concern,

lintend  to  tie  in to  the  meeting  remotely  but  in casel  have any  issues  Iwant  to make  surel  have  sent  a

letter  to you  explaining  how  we  feel  about  a lake management  plan.

Prior  to purchasing  our  land  we  reviewed  the  CCR's to make  sure  thatthis  lake was  a motorized  lake.  We

wanted  to  be able  to ride  jet  ski's  and pull  kids on tubes.  We purchased  this  lake  front  lot  so that  we

could  have  fun  playing  on this  lake with  our  kids and grandkids.  We have  lived  here  almost  5 years  and

our  family  has made  the  best  memories.  It is not  fairto  change  the  rules  after  we  have  purchased  based

on this  being  a motorized  lake.

Anotherthought,  why  did each  person  living  on the  lake, buy  their  lots  on a motorized  lake and  then

whine  and cry  when  people  are using  motorized  toys  on the  lake?  We  all have  a choice  to buy  on

motorized  or non-motorized  lakes.  It is not  fairthat  people  knowingly  buy  on a motorized  lake  and  then

after  the  fact  try  to change  the  rules.  (t is also not  fair  that  people  not  living  on the  lake,  actually  living

on their  own  non-motorized  lake (Kalmbach  Lake) are able  to  vote  on what  happens  on our  lake.  Those

people  are not  affected  in any  way  by what  we  do on our  lake.  This  whole  situation  is not  fair.

Responsible  people  read  the  rules  BEFORE they  buytheir  land.  If  they  cannot  handle  the  rules  they

should  buy  on a lake that  matches  their  lifestyle.

We purchased  a brand  new  jet  ski last  year  based  on this  lake being  motorized.  We are opposed  to  a

lake management  program.  We  observed  our  neighbors  riding  responsibly  and enjoying  family  time  on

the  lake,  lthink  it is sad for  peopleto  interfere  with  this  since  there  are  so few  warm;  sunny  days  that

kids get to enjoy summer here in Alaska. I would also say that the use of Jet ski's was very moderate last

summer.  I do not  believe  thatthis  privilege  was  abused.

When  on the  lake we  are  very  careful  to stay  far  away  from  the  shoreline  and we  don't  ride  the  jet  ski

past  9 or 9:30PM,  so that  we  don't  disturb  the  neighbors.  Ithink  all the  neighbors  using  the  fake  are

respectful  to  each other.  I don't  see anyone  being  wild  or drunk  or behaving  irresponsible  or  offensive.  I

am obsessed  with  the  loons  and Ilove  the  birds  on the  lake.  Despite  the  motorized  activity  we had loons

all summer  long.  They  swam  in front  of  our  dock  all times  of  day  and night.  We  could  hear  them  early

morning  and late at night.  We also had many  swans  and a whole  family  of  ducks  nesting  right  next  to

our  dock,  and sand hill cranes  came  and  went  throughout  the  summer,  The  little  bit  of  motorized

activity  that  is going  on at this  lake is not  affecting  the  birds.
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We  live  on a very  quiet  lake with  wonderful  neighbors.  After  a 7 month  long,  brutal  winter  we  feel

happy  to  see families  enjoy  their  days on the  lake. It's  too  bad that  some  people  have  nothing  more  to

do in their  life  than  be angry  when  other  people  are enjoying  their  lives.  These  angry,  critical  people,

may  benefit  more  from  therapy  than  a lake management  plan.  They  should  not  be allowed  to  decide  for

us what  happens  on our  lake.

Living  on this  lake has been  an amazing  experience  for  our  family.  Our  kids  and grandkids,  our  whole

family  LOVES the  memories  and  good  times  we  are sharing  on this  lake.  We  don't  want  this  taken  away

from  our  family  or  from  our  neighbors  that  are enjoying  it the  same  as we  are.  Responsible  people  read

the  CCR's BEFORE they  buy  on a motorized  lake. We  would  have  NEVER bought  on a non-motorized  lake

and then  went  in and  tried  to change  the  rules  for  everyone  else.  This  is very  unfair  and  we  are opposed

to the  lake management  plan.

Respectfully,

Robert  and Wendy  Stevens

5035  W Bryce  Cir

tM  22-  t3q
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Kelsey Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Follow  Up  Flag:

Flag Status:

Jim and  Jennifer  Cahill  <jandjcahill@comcast.net>

Wednesday,  April  6, 2022  7:59 PM

Kelsey  Anderson

Maija  DiSalvo

RE: Beverly  Lake LMP Questions

Follow  up

Completed

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachinents  or  links.]

Kelsey,

Thanks  for  following  up before  you  are  out  of  the  office.  Appreciate  having  the  Zoom  option  set  up for  the  next

meeting.  Ifl  have  any  further  questions  I will  let  you  know.

Thanks

Jim Cahill

Sent from !  for Windows

From:  Kelsey  Anderson

Sent:  Wednesday,  April  6, 2022  6:34  PM

To: jandjcahill(a)comcast.net

Cc: Maija  DiSalvo

Subject:  Beverly  Lake LMP  Questions

Hi James,

This is Kelsey with the Mat-Su Borough. MaiJa passed along your questions regarding the Beverly Lake, Lake
Management  Plan process.  I am going  to be out  of  service  tomorrow  and  Friday,  so I will  do my  best  to answer  them  and

will  get  in touch  with  you  next  week  to follow  up and see if you  have  any  remaining  questions.  I don't  have  all the

answers  to  all your  questions,  but  I will  tell  you  all I know  right  now!

1. To your question about @eneral  guidelines, I've attached 2 photos straight from the Morvro Lake, Lake
Management  Plan.  This  is "boiler-plate"  language  that  can be found  in almost  every  lake  management  plan,  and

is the  standard  the  borough  uses  when  discussing  possible  regulations.  It should  be noted  that  it is ultimately  up

to the  residents  of  every  lake  seeking  an LMP  to decide  which  regulations  they  would  like.

2. To your  question  regarding  loon  nesting  signage,  the  MSB does  not  monitor  lake  signage  for  loons,  so I am not

sure  if  other  lakes  are  using  the  signage.  Based  on our  public  meeting  and information  from  ADF&G,  they  have

signage  available,  and  someone  would  just  have  to work  with  DNR to make  sure  it's  OK to put  a mooring  buoy

on the  submerged  lands  for  the  floating  sign.

3. To your question regarding online meetinB options, I am hearing feedback from you and your neighbors who
would  like  to be a part  of  the  meeting  virtually.  I will  be adding  either  a Zoom  or  Microsoft  Teams  component  to

the  in-person  meeting  on April  26. I will  be emailing  the  Beverly  Lake residents  the  link  information,  and  it will

alSO be pOSted On the BeverlY  Lake project website: https://beverlylakelmp.matsuzov.us/
4. To your  question  regarding  voting,  my  supervisors  and I are  working  with  our  Law  Department  to  come  up with

a fair  way  to  facilitate  voting  for  your  community.  I do know  that  we  will  be basing  who  can  vote  off  of  MSB  tax
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records  and the  600  feet  buffer  we used for  the  initial  ballot.  That  just  means  that  only  those  who  are shown  as

properly  owners  within  600  feet  of  the  shoreline  will  have a vote  for  or  against  a lake management  plan.  I know

how  important  it is to accommodate  those  who  cannot  attend  the  meeting,  so what  we are trying  to figure  out

is if we need  to go to a paper  ballot  again,  or if we can vote  in person  at the meeting  and have  an option  for

residents  to email  me their  vote  after  the meeting.  It is also likely  that  the  vote  will  be per  parcel  (which  is what

it was for  the  petition  and the ballot),  meaning  that  someone  with  2 parcels  within  that  600  feet  buffer  will  have

2 votes.  I am trying  to figure  this  out  quickly,  as I know  this  is important  information  for  you  all to have.  I will  be

updating  the  website  above  with  this  information  as soon we have come  to a fair  solution.

5. Beverly  Lake is the  only  community  who  has successfully  presented  a valid  petition  to  the  MSB since  the  last lake

management  plan was adopted.

That  is allI  know  at this  moment!  I hope  that  helps  bring  some  clarity  to the  situation.  As I said in the  emailI  sent  out

regarding  the  upcoming  meeting,  I am planning  on bringing  several  options  for  a lake management  plan  with  the  goal  of

finding  some  middle  group  for  your  community.  I really  hope  we can figure  out  something  that  works  for  you alli

I will  be in touch  next  weekl

-Kelsey
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Follow  Up Flag:

Flag Status:

tishe  link <tishelink@yahoo.com>

Saturday,  April  16, 20221:01  PM

Kelsey  Anderson

Beverly  Lake Management  Plan

Follow  up

Flagged

[EXTERNAL EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do not  open  unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hi Kelsey-

Our  suggestion  for  options  to include  on the  lake mang.  plan for  the  next  meeting.

Matt  Link and I would  like to see:

No personal  watercraft

15 HP limit.

Main concerns and reason behind this is the migratory loons and swans. Wakes taking out nests or babies/eggs.
Safety  of  others  trying  to use the  lake.

The acreage  and shape  layout  of  Beverly  Lake are  simply  to small  to accommodate  the  use of  personal  watercraft  safely

without  causing  erosion,  nest  damage,  and allowing  others  to enjoy  the lake while  they  are out.

1
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Kelsey  Anderson

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Patty Schranz <sourdoughstop@hotmail.com>
Saturday, March 19, 2022 12:17 PM

Kelsey Anderson

Re: Public Meetaing Reminder  - Beverly Lake, Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERNAL EMAIL - CAUTION: Do not  open unexpected  attachments  or links.]

Hello,

Our concern  is mostly  the Jet Skis. There's  been two  many close calls concerning  safety.  90 percent  of  the people  own

small motored  boats  canoes  and paddle  boats  and paddle  boards,and  people  swimming.which  means  when  the jet  skis

are out  there  nobody  else can be out  there.  It's not  about  who right  it's  about  what's  right.

Sent from  my iPhone

On Mar  18, 2022, at 10:09  AM,  Kelsey Anderson  <Kelsey.Anderson@matsuzov.us>  wrote:

Greetings,  Beverly  Lake Residents,

You are receiving  this  email  as a reminder  that  there  are two  scheduled  public  meetings  to

discuss  the  Lake Management  Plan process  for  Beverly  Lake, and they  are coming  up next

weeki  At  these  meetings,  you  will  have  a chance  to  connect  with  your  neighbors,  discuss

current  interests  and  concerns,  and come  up with  collaborative  solutions  for  your

neighborhood.  I will  be going  over  what  a lake management  plan  is, and how  it can be used as a

tool  for  your  community.  The meeting  times  and locations  are as follows:

Meeting  1:  Tuesday,  March  22, 2022,  In-person  at  the  Wasilla  Public  Library,

4pm  to  7 pm.  Virtual  option  available.  See link  and  call-in  information  below.

join  on your  computer  or mobile  app
Click here  to join  the  meeting

Or call  in (audio  only)

+1 907-290-7880,,774928628#  United  States,  Anchorage

(844)  643-2217,,774928628#  United  States  (Toll-free)

Phone  Conference  ID: 774  928  628#

Meeting  2: Thursday,  March  22,  2022,  Virtual  Meeting  Or'dy. See link  and  call-in

information  below.

Join  on  your  computer  or  mobile  app

Click here to aloin the meeting
Or call  in (audio  only)

+1 907-290-7880,,398514355#  United  States,  Anchorage

(844)  643-2217,,398514355#  United  STATES (Toll-free)

Phone  Conference  ID: 398  514  355#

If you  have any  questions  leading  up to the  public  meetings,  or  would  like  to submit  a written

comment  in the  event  that  you  cannot  attend  either  meeting,  please  contact  me at 907-861-

8525 or kelsey.anderson@matsu@ov.us.  I am looking forward  to working  with  you all, and
learning  more  about  all the  reasons  why  Beverly  Lake is a unique  place  to live  and  recreate!
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March  22, 2022

Our names  are Pavel  and 01ga Losik  and we live on Beverly  Lake.

Due to our  travel,  we  could  not attend  this meeting  in person, but wanted  to write  this letter  in the
strong opposition  of the proposed  lake management  plan for  Beverly  Lake.
We  own a home  on a lake  and also  own a lot right next  to us on the lake.

We bought  this  property  about  4 years  ago  to had an opportunity  to live and enjoy  lake  with our family.
When  we were  looking  to purchase  lake lot to build  our dream  home,  we specifically  looked  on the lakes
that  had no restrictions.  There  were  other  lots available  on lakes  with restrictions  for less money  but  we
wanted  to live on the lake that  allowed  boats  and  jetskis  and had no lake management  plan. We wouldn't
ever  bought  a property  on non-motorised  lake.

Beverly  lake is very  private  and quiet  and over  the short  summers  that  we have  in Alaska,  we were  able
to enjoy  only  few warm  days  on the lake. Our  neighbors  also enjoy  the lake, some  use floating  docks,
canoes,  kayaks  and some  using  jetskis  and boats  but everyone  was  always  very  respectful  to each
other  and we never  seen  any issues  with it.

We also  purchased  brand  new  jet-skis  last  summer  and we used it handful  of times  pulling  kids  on the
tube. Last  summer  with  only  few nice days, people  used their  boats  or jetski  only  few  times  and we
never  noticed  any issues  that  people  were  loud or disrespectful  to each other  or  the wildlife.  We  also
really  enjoy  the  wildlife  on the lake  and we had loons  and swans  whole  summer  by our  dock  and they
were  not  affected  by few days  in the summer  that  jetski  were  used.
We actually  enjoyed  watching  families  having  fun on the lake  with  their  children  which  is so needed  now
days  especially  in the last  few  years.

We strongly  oppose  putting  restrictions  and have  a lake management  on Beverly  Lake. Having  those
restrictions  will significantly  lower  value  of everyone's  properties  that  live on the lake and we don't  want
that  for our two  properties  and our  neighbours.
Our neighbours  on the lake  who  are in favour  to implement  the restrictions  on Beverly  Lake  when  they
purchased  their  properties  were  fully  aware  that  this lake allowed  motorised  boats  and jetskis  and they
had a choice  to buy a lake lot on another  lake that  had restrictions.  Now  changing  it and taking  it away
from  other  neighbours  is not  a fair  solution.  They  have  an option  to buy a property  on non-  motorised  lake
if they  prefer  and not  change  the rules  for everyone  else. We  can compromise  on some  things,  for
example  like adding  quiet  hours  in the evenings  or maybe  not riding  close  to the shore,  but we strongly
oppose  to put  any  restrictions  on use of boats  or jetski  on Beverly  Lake.
In Alaska  we have  such short  summers  that  consist  of only  few  warm  days  that  our  families  can enjoy
and we shouldn't  take  that  away  from  all the families.  Living  on the lake  and not be able  to use it is not
what  we had in mind  when  we purchased  our  lots and building  our  family  dream  home.  Everyone  on the
lake has an opportunity  to play  on the lake  and not be judgemental  of  their  neighbors  who  actually  use it
and enjoy  it.

Also, this lake has no public  access  that  provides  boat  launch to surrounding  people,  so only  people  that
live on the lake are able  to use any  boats  on the lake anyways.  We were  surprised  that  Borough  sent  out
these  letters  to people  who  don't  live on the lake but are within  600 feet  to vote  on the lake management
plan and decide  for us, the owners  of lake lots what  we should  be allowed  or not  allowed  to to do on the
lake we live on.

Please  reconsider  the lake management  plan because  it's completely  unfair.  When  we look  into buying  a
property,  we always  look  at CCRs  and agree  with them  prior  to purchase,  we  don't  change  them  after  to
fit our  lifestyle  and same  with  this lake. Let's  work  together  with each other  and be respectful  to each
other's  concerns  but still allow  all motorised  boats  and jetskis.

Thank  you,
01ga and Pavel  Losik  5al49 w Bryce  Cir
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From:

To:

Subject:

Date:

Jennifer

Kelsev Anderson

Fwd: Beverly  Lake - Lake Management  Plan

Wednesday,  July 20, 2022 10:35:40  PM

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  rinexpected  attachments  or  links.]

Jennifer  Jenkin's  I-Phone

(907)  354-3800

Have  a blessed  day!

Begin  forwarded  message:

From: MSB Planning Commission <MSB.Planning.Commission@matsugov.us>
Date:  June  6, 2022  at 9:08:25  AM  AI(DT

To: Ed/Jennifer Jenkin <jenkin@gci.net>
Subject:  Beverly  Lake  - Lake  Management  Plan

Good  Morning,

Thank  you  for  your  comment;  it will  be included  in the  Public  Hearing  packet  scheduled

for  Monday,  June  20, 2022.

Thank  you,

Jr;'aro[  f.  Riese

Department  Administrative  Specialist

Planning  Commission  Clerk

Planning  and Land Use Department

Matanuska-Susitna  Borough

907-861-7851  0ffice

Msb.Planning.commission  @matsugov.us

Matanuska-Susitna Borough - Plannin(7  Commission (matsu@ov.us)

From:  Ed/JenniferJenkin <jenkin@gci.net>

Sent:  Friday,  June  3, 2022  11:54  AM

To: MSB Planning Commission <MSB.Plannin@.Commission@matsugov.us>

Subject:  Beverly  Lake - Lake Management  Plan

[EXTERNAL  EMAIL  - CAUTION:  Do  not  open  unexpected  attachments  or

links.]

Planning  Commission,
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We bought  our  piece  of property  on Beverly  Lake in 2013  and 4

years  ago built  out  retirement  home  on it. We  searched  for  quite

some  time  for  local  lake-front  property  that  did not  have  lake

restrictions.  We believe  that  is part  of  the  reason  that  this  piece  of

property  was  more  expensive  than  others  that  we  found  on

restricted  lakes.  It doesn't  seem  fair  that  now  that  we have  built  our

house  and are living  on the  lake  that  the  rules  can be changed.  Our

desire  was  to be able  to have  our  children  and grand  children  here

for  family  events  on the  lake  to include  a boat  with  a large  tube

pulled  behind.  We  also enjoy  canoeing  but  that  is just  us and not  the

family  event  we hoped  for.

We  have  lived  here  now  for  3 years  and have  not  seen an excessive

number  of  boats  or  jet  skis on the  lake,  just  once  in a while.  Our

family  has only  done  the  boat  on the  lake  one  time  since  living  here

so it is not  excessive  but  we  still  would  like  to reserve  the  right  to do

it. So the  vast  majority  of  the  time  it is very  peaceful  and quiet.

When  they  are out  there  they  are fun  to watch.  On the  water  fowl

issue,  we have  seen  swans,  loons  and ducks  here  every  year  that  we

have  owned  this  property.  However,  the  loons  do chase  the  ducks,  I

guess  they  want  the  lake to  themselves.

As you  can see from  our  voting  we are almost  split  down  the  middle

regarding  the  use of  motorized  vehicles  and  that  is with  people  being

able  to vote  who  do not  even  live ON the  lake.  We  greatly  disagree

with  this  600  ft. policy.  We  do not  agree  that  people  who  do not

even  live on the  lake  get  to have  a vote.  So this  has caused  great

dissention/division  amongst  the land-owners  on the lake.

At our  meetings  we  said we didn't  realize  people  were  even  having

any  issues  so now  that  is known  so we would  be more  considerate.

We  said we would  talk  to  our  neighbors  if there  was  an issue  and

work  together.  This  did not  appease  the  side  that  wanted  no motors

on the  lake. We  came  up with  a middle  of  the  road  plan  that  would
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share the lake on an odd/even  day rotation  which was reasonable

and covered  all the  uses on the  lake  that  everyone  wanted.

However,  we  were  presented  with  the  option  of  ranked  voting  at our

last meeting  and that  seemed  reasonable.  We  assumed  that  both

sides  would  end up in the  middle  with  the  shared  option.  However,

the  very  unreasonable  "Plan  A" received  a  majority.  The  vote

was  v  close  and leaves  too  many  land  owners  greatly  unhappy.

Again,  it seems  unfair  to change  the  rules  after  we have  purchased

our  property  and built  our  home,  those  who  don't  want  motorized

should  go to one  of  those  other  lakes  that  is non motorized  already.

Therefore,  we respectfully  request  that  you  deny  the  Beverly  Lake

Lake Management  "Plan  A" and either  instate  "Plan  B" or send  us

back  to the  drawing  board  to come  up with  something  more

agreeable  to everyone.  We  also respectfully  request  that  only  land

owners  ON the  lake be allowed  to vote.

We are peace-loving,  non-conFrontational  people  and this  is difficult

for  us, we  want  everyone  to get  a long  and be happy.  Thank  you  for

your  consideration.

Ed & Jennifer  Jenkin

4780  W. Beverly  Lake Rd.

(907)  354-3800

Sent  from  Mail  for  Windows
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